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ABSTRACT
Widespread deployment of wireless local area networks (WLANs) and a gradual increase
in streaming applications have brought about a demand for improved Quality of Service
(QoS) in wireless networks. The IEEE 802.11e standard was proposed to provide QoS
mechanisms for assigning high priority to delay-sensitive applications. However, Internet
traffic is still dominated by TCP based applications, and the negative effects of the IEEE
802.11e service differentiation scheme on TCP performance in the presence of high
priority traffic are becoming a challenging issue. TCP has been found to perform poorly in
wireless networks, including IEEE 802.11e; more applications with higher QoS demands
use UDP in the transport layer than TCP. Therefore, the QoS of low priority traffic in
802.11e is not guaranteed in networks highly loaded with high priority traffic. This is
aggravated by the class differentiation introduced in current QoS protocols, which results
in TCP applications being starved during high traffic load.

The motivation of this work is to enhance the interaction between the TCP and MAC
protocols in order to improve TCP performance in WLANs. Past studies have explored
802.11e with respect to achieving QoS for delay-sensitive applications, demonstrating that
the class differentiation mechanism (Enhanced Distributed Coordination Function (EDCF))
results in starvation of low priority traffic. To alleviate this problem, this dissertation
proposes a prioritised adaptive scheme. The proposed scheme prioritises TCP control
packets to improve the low traffic transmission flow and possesses the additional capability
of adjusting the MAC parameters based on the traffic load. Simulation results demonstrate
that the proposed scheme significantly enhances TCP performance in WLANS.
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CHAPTER 1
1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
Wireless technologies provide mobile access to networks and services, eliminating the
need for fixed cable infrastructures. Due to low implementation costs and high flexibility,
Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) are becoming commonplace for providing
Internet access in homes, offices and public places. New standards for wireless
communications [1] have also greatly improved data transmission speeds and prompted the
development of high-speed mobile data communication services capable of supporting a
wide range of new applications.

The already well developed network architecture, IEEE 802.11 WLAN, services are most
successful. The advantages of the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol – Distributed Coordination
Function (DCF) are scalability, robustness and its distributed nature. However, a lack of
adequate Quality of Service (QoS) is a major hindrance for the deployment of the
increasing streaming multimedia applications in the networks. Therefore, the need to
support delay-sensitive multimedia applications has led to the emergence of IEEE 802.11e
(Enhanced Distributed Coordination Function - EDCF) [2].

Whilst streaming applications on the Internet are increasing, a significant portion of the
Internet traffic still consists of TCP based applications such as e-mail, FTP and HTTP.
Therefore, efficient support of TCP is crucial for these types of networks. Conversely, TCP
is not well-suited for wireless networks [3,4]. The poor performance of TCP is mainly
attributed to its inability to adequately accommodate frequent link changes and also the
unfairness resulting from the existing contention mechanisms at the MAC layer. Delays are
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also common in WLANs due to factors such as link layer error recovery, wireless
bandwidth fluctuation or blocking by high priority traffic. Typically, TCP computes the
retransmission timeout (RTO) based on the round trip time (RTT) values, hence, when a
delay exceeding the retransmission timeout value occurs without a chance to adapt its
retransmission timer, TCP assumes that the outstanding segments have been lost and
retransmits them accordingly.

Although EDCF can achieve considerable improvement over DCF in providing QoS
guarantees for delay-sensitive applications, its performance deteriorates under high load
conditions [5]. Moreover, low priority traffic is starved in 802.11e wireless networks.
Delays as a result of blocking by high priority traffic are common due to the traffic
differentiation introduced and the increase of multimedia traffic in the networks. In such
networks, delay-sensitive applications are given medium access priority, which reduces
TCP transmission opportunities. Besides, TCP packets and ACKs are often delayed, which
results in more spurious timeouts.

This study focuses on improving TCP applications over WLANs when competing with
high priority traffic under varying contention and load conditions. TCP is a reliable
transport protocol and requires connection establishment and acknowledgment for every
packet successfully transmitted. In the layered architecture of current networks, TCP
control segments are treated like any other data packet. As far as the MAC protocol is
concerned, TCP control segments do not benefit from the prioritisation given to other
control packets such as RTS, CTS, and MAC ACK. When a TCP packet is received, a
separate conversation has to be initiated by the receiving station to transmit the TCP ACK.
As the receiver has to go through a fresh medium contention, this process can be
particularly lengthy, especially in highly loaded networks, or if there is higher priority
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traffic contending for the same shared medium. If the ACK is delayed for more than the
retransmission timeout value allowed by TCP, the sending station will assume that the
packet was lost and will schedule a retransmission. According to [6] the increased number
of scheduled retransmissions due to timeouts is detrimental for wireless networks, as the
already limited bandwidth is wasted in carrying out retransmissions. Thus, to support
TCP-based applications with low priority traffic in the presence of high priority traffic, the
problem of delay must be effectively addressed.

1.2 Problem Statement
The medium access priority given to UDP-based delay sensitive applications reduces TCP
transmission opportunities; TCP segments are delayed, which results in more spurious
timeouts. The increased number of scheduled retransmissions due to timeouts is
detrimental for wireless networks, as the already limited bandwidth is wasted in carrying
out retransmissions. The purpose of this study is to develop an enhancement scheme for
EDCF that prioritises TCP control segments and adjusts the MAC parameters based on
traffic load conditions so as to enhance TCP performance in QoS wireless networks.

1.2.1 Sub-Problems
The problem stated above can be further split into a number of sub-problems as follows.

1.2.1.1 Sub-Problem 1
To be able to differentiate TCP control packets from data packets, there is a need to mark
them at the transport layer by assigning a different type of service before passing them to a
lower layer.
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1.2.1.2 Sub-Problem 2
To be able to define a higher priority access category class (AC3) for TCP control
segments than other best effort traffics at MAC layer.

1.2.1.3 Sub-Problem 3
The third sub problem is to develop an algorithm that determines the traffic load of the
channel based on the access rate. The algorithm should be able to estimate conflicts in the
channel based on the backoff times and adjust the contention window accordingly.

1.3 Hypothesis
The hypotheses for the above sub-problems are presented below:

1.3.1 Hypothesis 1
It is hypothesised that by assigning a different Type of Service (ToS) to TCP, control
packets will effectively differentiate them from best effort traffic.

1.3.2

Hypothesis 2

It is hypothesised that by assigning control packets to the highest access category, the
probability of transmitting them on time is maximised.

1.3.3 Hypothesis 3
Finally, it is hypothesised that by defining ToS at the transport layer, prioritising at the
MAC layer and adjusting the MAC parameters based on traffic load conditions, the
performance of TCP can improve in WLANs.

1.4 Delimitations
The study focuses on the most important aspects and limits its scope as follows:
i.

Node mobility is not considered.
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Only one AP is used in infrastructure WLANs to avoid different independent
compositions of single AP networks.

iii.

All wireless nodes are based on the IEEE 802.11g standard which is an
enhancement of 802.11b, the most common WLAN deployed.

iv.

Only TCP applications are measured since these are the main application of
concern.

1.5 Assumptions
This project is conducted based on the following assumptions:
i. In the WLANs, the nodes and the AP have QoS capabilities.
ii. All the wireless nodes are stationary during communication.
iii. All the nodes have packets to send at any one time.
iv. All packets transmitted are of the same sizes.

1.6 Research Methodology
In order to achieve the objective of this study, the problem is divided into the following
phases:
i.

Literature Survey
Phase 1: In this phase, a review of wireless communications is carried out with an
emphasis on Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs).
Phase 2: In the second phase, a literature study is conducted on the previous work
related to TCP and MAC performance in wireless LAN networks, with specific
interest in those focusing on TCP and MAC interaction, packet prioritisation and
adaptation in IEEE 802.11 networks.

ii.

Algorithm Development
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Phase 3: In this phase, the relevant recent and very important findings on
improving TCP-based low priority traffic and parameter adaptation are considered
and the proposed cross layer model is developed.
iii.

Simulation Study
Phase 4: The proposed algorithm is evaluated and verified through OPNET 14.5
simulations and experiments.

1.7 Contribution of the Study
The key contribution in this study is the development of the proposed cross layer approach
to enhance TCP performance in WLANs. The proposed scheme consists of three levels.
The first level examines TCP packets in the transport layer (usually assigned the best effort
ToS), and assigns a different ToS to control packets to differentiate them from the best
effort traffic. The second level involves placing TCP control packets in the top priority
access category, while in the third level, the adjustment of MAC parameters according to
traffic load is employed.

1.8 List of Publications
The following paper was published during the course of this work:
1. D. A. Rambim, M. Mzyece, and K. Djouani, "Improving the Performance of 802.11
Wireless LANs with MAC Adaptation," in The 13th Annual Southern Africa
Telecommunication Networks and Applications Conference (SATNAC), Spier Estate,
Stellenbosch, Western Cape, South Africa, 5th-8th September 2010.
1.9 Outline of the Dissertation
In this section a brief overview of the dissertation‟s chapters is presented. The first chapter
introduces the dissertation overview and presents the TCP-based low priority traffic
problems as well as the study objectives and the methodology used to achieve the
objectives. The rest of the dissertation is organised as follows.
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Chapter 2: This chapter presents an extensive survey of WLAN. The architecture,
characteristics and application areas of WLAN are investigated. In addition, the
performance of TCP in WLAN is explored.
Chapter 3: In this chapter, background information regarding the approaches towards
improving TCP performance in WLAN is furnished.
Chapter 4: This chapter presents the proposed scheme and a detailed discussion of the
solutions.
Chapter 5: This chapter furnishes the details of the implementation of the proposed
mechanism in OPNET 14.5. The simulator is discussed in detail and the necessary
modifications in this simulator to support the implementation of the proposed mechanism
are carried out.
Chapter 6: Extensive simulations are performed in order to validate the performance of the
proposed mechanism. A comparative analysis of the results is performed for the proposed
mechanism and IEEE 802.11 DCF and EDCF.
Chapter 7: This chapter presents the conclusion of the research study as well as a summary
of the findings, contributions and recommendations.
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2. WIRELESS LOCAL AREA NETWORKS

2.1 Introduction
The competitive advantage of wireless networks is evident in their flexibility and
mobility support, hence the move from wired networks, which required laying
wires/cables from node to node, which limited mobility. Wireless networking enables
devices with wireless capabilities to use computing resources without being physically
connected. A wireless local area network (WLAN) is a group of wireless devices within
a limited geographic area that is capable of radio communications. WLANs are typically
used by devices within a fairly limited range, such as an office or campus, and are
usually implemented as extensions to existing wired local area networks (LAN) to
provide enhanced user mobility [7]. With the increasing demand for Internet
connectivity, improving the performance of WLANs can exert a positive impact on
Internet users. This chapter presents an overview of the fundamental characteristics of
WLANs, a brief survey of MAC layer protocols and the TCP transport protocol in
wireless network, which lays the foundation for the future chapters.

2.2 Classification of Wireless Networks
Wireless networks are broadly classified as: Wireless Wide Area networks (WWANs),
Wireless Metropolitan Area Networks (WMPANs), Wireless Personal Area Networks
(WPANs) and Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs). WWANs could be viewed as
WANs that provide the backbone services for the internetworking of wireless networks
[8]. Using the same approach, WWANs internetwork WLANs to form a wide network of
users and computers that communicate over a large geographical area without
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realising/being affected by the distance. With communication satellites and cellular
networks, WWANs cover large areas – sometimes even the entire globe [9]. WMANs,
an alternative to fixed line networks, offer greatly simplified broadband implementation
[10]. WMANs cover a relatively large area, and could link various sites in a metropolitan
environment. WMAN uses microwave broadband standards, such as the WIMAX, which
are less expensive and quite simple to implement. Many internet service providers (ISPs)
currently employ the WIMAX to provide wireless services to their stations [11]. WPANs
are essential when personal devices, such as mobile phones, computers and PDAs, need
to share data, have access to the Internet and share peripherals and networks. Some
technologies, such as Bluetooth, introduced the opportunity for creating networks with
all kinds of computing and communication devices in order to form Ad Hoc Wireless
Personal Area Networks. WPAN was developed as a replacement for cable technology.
It uses the IEEE 802.15.1 protocol (standardisation of Bluetooth). WLAN extends the
computational services, with the additional flexibility of wired LANs by offering highspeed data communication in small areas such as home and office environments using
the Wi-Fi; 802.11 a/b/g/n or Infrared (IrDA) technology. Stations connect in one hop
transmission in the infrastructure mode and multi-hop in the ad hoc mode. The most
commonly accepted standard is IEEE 802.11 [12].

In [13], it is pointed out that there has been a rapid growth in the popularity of IEEE
802.11 standards over the years. The increasing popularity and cost benefit advantages of
IEEE 802.11 networks are the main motivation for the deployment of WLANs. Wireless
LANs are deployed in many and varied different manners. By understanding the
different characteristics and issues associated with each WLAN deployment environment
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and architectural configuration, different layouts can be formed and categorised as either
ad hoc networks or infrastructure networks.

2.2.1 Ad Hoc Networks
This network is a standalone Basic Service Station (BSS) with no backbone
infrastructure, consisting of at least two wireless stations. A set of stations configured in
this ad hoc manner is known as an “independent basic service set” (IBSS). Today, a
station is most often thought of as a simple laptop with an inexpensive network interface
card (NIC) that provides wireless connectivity; however, many other types of devices
could also constitute stations. IEEE 802.11 and its variants continue to increase in
popularity. Scanners, printers, digital cameras and other portable devices can also
constitute stations. Figure 2.1 depicts the IBSS. IBSS is the radio frequency coverage
area within which the stations can remain in communication. A fundamental property of
IBSS is that it defines no routing or forwarding; therefore, based on the bare IEEE
802.11 specifications, all the devices must be within radio range of one another.

One of the key advantages of ad hoc WLANs is that, theoretically, they can be formed
anytime and anywhere, allowing multiple users to create wireless connections cheaply,
quickly, and easily with minimal hardware and user maintenance. Many different types
of ad hoc networks are possible with various IEEE 802.11 specifications. Since the IEEE
802.11 specification does not give the details for forming a network, but rather only for
establishing the links in a network, the ad hoc mode as specified by 802.11 is incomplete
for any particular use. Figure 2.1 depicts four devices communicating with one another
in a peer-to-peer fashion without any infrastructure.
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Client

Client
Client

BSS

Client

Figure 2-1: Ad Hoc Wireless Network Modes

An ad hoc network can be created for many reasons, such as allowing the sharing of files
or the rapid exchange of e-mail. However, an ad hoc WLAN cannot communicate with
external networks. A further complication is that an ad hoc network can interfere with
the operation of an access point (AP) - based infrastructure mode network in the same
wireless space.

2.2.2

Infrastructure Wireless Networks

The infrastructure architecture may include the distribution system medium (DSM), AP,
and portal entities. It is also the logical location of the distribution and integration service
functions of an extended service set (ESS). An infrastructure contains one or more APs
and zero or more portals in addition to the distribution system [14]. Infrastructure BSS
networks are distinguished by the use of an access point.

Access points are used for all communications in infrastructure networks, including
communications between mobile nodes in the same service area. With all
communications relayed through an access point, the basic service area corresponding to
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an infrastructure BSS is defined by the points in which transmissions from the access
point can be received.

Client

Client
Client

AP

Client

Figure 2-2: An infrastructure network

For requirements exceeding the range limitations of an infrastructure BSS, the 802.11
standard defines an ESS LAN by linking BSSs together by a backbone network as
depicted in Figure 2-3. This type of configuration satisfies the needs of large coverage
networks of arbitrary size and complexity. The ESS is a set of one or more
interconnected basic service sets (BSSs) and integrated local area networks (LANs) that
appears as a single BSS to the logical link control layer at any station associated with one
of those BSSs [15]. Specifically, the 802.11 standard does not stipulate any particular
backbone technology, but only requires that the backbone provide a specified set of
services.
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internet

Portal

Distribution system

AP

AP

BSS

BSS
ESS

Figure 2-3: Extended Service Set network

Infrastructure networks not only provide access to other networks, but also include
forwarding functions, medium access control (MAC), and so forth. In infrastructurebased wireless networks communication takes place only between the wireless nodes and
the access point, but not directly between the wireless nodes [16].

2.3

The 802.11 Standard Family

802.11 is a member of the IEEE 802 family, which is a series of specifications for local
area network (LAN) and metropolitan area network (MAN) technologies. The IEEE
802.11 Wireless LAN standard was adopted in 1997 and revised in 1999. Figure 4-2,
illustrates the relationship between the various components of the 802.11 family and the
OSI model [17].
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802.5
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Figure 2-4: The IEEE 802 family and its relation to the OSI model

The main focus of the IEEE 802 specifications falls on the two lower layers of the OSI
model, since they incorporate both physical and data link components. Both the Medium
Access Control (MAC) and Physical (PHY) layer components are found in 802
networks, with the MAC determining how to access the medium and send data while the
details of transmission are left to the PHY.

The logical link control (LLC) sub-layer is also specified in the 802.2; it can be used by
any lower-layer LAN technology [17]. The base 802.11 specifications include the 802.11
MAC and two physical layers: frequency hopping spread-spectrum (FHSS) and directsequence spread spectrum (DSSS). Later versions released in 1999 are: the 802.11b, a
high-rate direct-sequence layer (HR/DSSS) and 802.11a, a physical layer based on
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM).

2.4 The IEEE 802.11 Standard
The IEEE 802.11 standards specify the MAC sub-layer, MAC management protocol and
services, as well as different physical layers (PHY). IEEE 802.11 concentrates on the
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two lower layers of the OSI model: MAC layer and PHY layer. The OSI model contains
seven logical layers arranged in an orderly manner to facilitate communication. Each of
the seven layers as shown in Figure 2.5 is designed for a specific set of tasks.

Application
Presentation
Session
OSI 7-layer
model

IEEE 802
Standards

Transport
Network

Logical Link
Control

Data link

Medium Access
(MAC)

Physical

Physical (PHY)

Figure 2-5: The OSI model and IEEE 802.11 standards

2.4.1 The Physical Layer (PHY)
The PHY defines the modulation and transmission characteristics of the WLAN,
including the data rate and operating bandwidth. The physical layer is divided into two
sub-layers: the upper physical layer convergence procedure (PLCP) sub-layer and the
lower physical medium dependent (PMD) sub-layer. The PLCP provides mechanisms for
medium access and for translating MAC frames to a medium dependent format. The
PMD handles the modulation, encoding and decoding of signals. Table 2.1 summarises
the IEEE 802.11 PHY layer characteristics [18].
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Table 2-1: The IEEE 802.11 PHY layer characteristics
Standards

Physical layer

Maximum Rate

Frequency Band

802.11

FHSS/DSSS

2 Mbps

2.4 GHz

802.11b

DSSS

11 Mbps

2.4 GHz

802.11a

OFDM

54 Mbps

5 GHz

802.11g

OFDM

54 Mbps

2.4 GHz

802.11n

OFDM/MIMO

>200 Mbps

2.4 /5 GHz

The IEEE 802.11 standard was developed for the license free 2.4 GHz industrial
scientific and medical (ISM) band operating at a maximum bit rate of 2Mbps using
frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS), direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) or
infrared transmissions.

The modifications on PHY later introduced the use of the

orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) transmission technique. The
introduction of OFDM improved the throughput and reduced interference on IEEE
802.11 based networks. The OFDM is popular with IEEE 802.11a/g/n extensions. In
IEEE 802.11n networks, the OFDM technique and multiple antennae are combined to
form a technique commonly referred to as multi-input multi-output (MIMO). Figure 2.6
displays a snapshot of 802.11 PHY and MAC standardisation activities [19].
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IEEE 802.11
WIRELESS LOCAL AREA NETWORK
(WLAN) STANDARD

PHYSICAL LAYER

MAC LAYER

802.11 MAC

802.11e

Infrared / 2 Mbps

2.4 GHz FHSS (Frequency
Hopping Spread Spectrum)

802.11
QoS

802.11e
Security

802.11 DSSS
1 / 2 Mbps

2.4 GHz DSSS (Direct Sequence
Spread Spectrum)

5 GHz OFDM (Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing)

802.11b High Data Rate
Extension 5.5/11 Mbps

802.11g
Data Rate 54 Mbps

802.11a High Data Rate
Extension 54 Mbps

802.11n MIMO

Figure 2-6: The 802.11 PHY and MAC Standardization Activities

2.4.2 The Medium Access Control (MAC) Sub-layer
The MAC is a sub-layer in layer 2 of the OSI model. IEEE 802.11 defines the MAC sublayer that interacts with PHY layer and performs other functions related to upper layer
protocols such as fragmentation, retransmission and acknowledgement. MAC
implements and provides for distributed access control while on the other hand, LLC
determines the user services implemented on the medium: connectionless or connection
based.

At the MAC layer, 802.11e (EDCF) defines extensions to enhance QoS performance of
802.11 WLAN. This is an extension of the original MAC protocol, aimed at providing
QoS support for a variety of multimedia services over 802.11a, 802.11b and 802.11g
physical layer specifications. In this extension, classes of service differentiation are
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defined. IEEE 802.11e introduces certain enhancements of the basic function of the
MAC operation which are known as the Enhanced Distributed Coordination Function
(EDCF).
The IEEE 802.11 MAC sub-layer identifies two medium access coordination functions:
the basic Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) and the optional Point Coordination
Function (PCF). The coordination functions are illustrated in Figure 2.7.

Contention-Free
delivery

Normal
delivery

Point Coordination
Function

Distributed Coordination Function

Figure 2-7: MAC Coordination Functions

2.4.2.1 The Distributed Coordination Function
The DCF is a contention protocol based on the Carrier Sense Multiple Access protocol
with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA). Like Ethernet, it first checks to see that the link
is clear before transmitting. In order to avoid collisions, the stations use a random backoff after each frame, with the first transmitter seizing the channel. When the medium is
busy, the station backs off by starting a random backoff procedure [16]. It then waits for
the next available opportunity to resume. At this moment, the station decrements the
back-off time until the residual backoff time is equal to zero. Otherwise, the station may
send if the medium has been idle for at least a DCF inter-frame space (DIFS) interval. If
18
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the packet is transmitted without errors, the receiver sends out an ACK after a Short
Infer-Frame Space (SIFS). Since the duration of SIFS is smaller than the DIFS interval,
the immediate ACK transmission has a higher priority over all other attempts to access
the channel [18].

2.4.2.2 Basic Access Mechanism
This scheme is based on carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance
(CSMA/CA). The access mechanism consists of carrier sense for data transmission along
with a random back-off mechanism in order to avoid collision. Both physical and virtual
carrier-sense functions are used to determine the state of the medium. The virtual carrier
sense mechanism provided by the MAC layer is also called the Network Allocation
Vector (NAV) mechanism. The NAV maintains the prediction of traffic on the channel
depending upon the value of duration field. Using the mechanism, packet transmissions
provide several inter-frame spacing and contention times to avoid packet collision. A
DCF channel, when transmitting data using basic access mechanisms, is illustrated in
Figure 2.8.
DIFS
Source

DATA
SIFS
ACK

Destination

DIFS
NAV

Other

Defer access

CW
Backoff
after defer

Figure 2-8: The Basic Access Mechanism

The basic access scheme offers advantages of a highly reliable data delivery service and
a straightforward implementation. However, wireless networks implemented using
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carrier-sensing random-access protocols such as the IEEE 802.11 DCF protocol is prone
to both hidden and exposed-terminal problems.

2.4.2.3 Virtual Carrier-Sensing Mechanism
A virtual carrier-sensing mechanism uses RTS/CTS (Request-to-Send/Clear-to-Send)
packets to reserve the medium in order to avoid collisions due to problems involving
hidden terminals. The exchange of such control messages allows all the terminals within
receiving range of both source and destination terminals to defer transmission in order to
allow the successful delivery of data frames [20]. Virtual carrier sensing is provided by
a Network Allocation Vector (NAV), which is a timer that indicates the amount of time
the medium will be reserved in micro-seconds in order to allow the successful delivery
of both the data frame and the corresponding acknowledgment. Figure 2.9 illustrates the
RTS/CTS mechanism using NAV for virtual carrier sensing.

SIFS

Sender

Data Frame

RTS
SIFS

SIFS

CTS

ACK

Receiver

DIFS

NAV

NAV(RTS)
NAV
(CTS)

Defer access

Figure 2-9: The Virtual Carrier-Sensing mechanism

The DCF with RTS/CTS does not eliminate the hidden terminal problem completely.
According to [21], this problem still exists for RTS messages. However, the RTS is
usually much smaller than a data frame, thus RTS collision is not so severe. Both [22]
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and [16] claim that RTS/CTS are not effective in certain topologies and stress the need to
omit RTS/CTS for small data frames, since the overheads surpass the benefits.
The QoS enabled versions of the DCF and PCF define two channels of access methods
that implement service differentiation with traffic class or access categories, which use
inter-transmission waiting periods of different lengths: the enhanced distribution
coordination function (EDCF) and the hybrid control channel access (HCCA) [23].

2.4.2.4 Point Coordination Function (PCF)
PCF is an optional point coordination function which is used to implement time-bounded
services like voice, or video transmission. It makes use of the higher priority access. By
using this higher priority access, the access point issues polling requests to the stations
for data transmission, hence controlling the medium access.

The PCF scheme is only available in networks with a point coordinator situated at the
Access Point (AP) [24]. An AP that acts as the point coordinator (PC) employs a polling
scheme to arbitrate channel access during a contention free period (CFP). When a polled
station has data to send, it waits for SIFS and begins the transmission. If the station has
nothing to transmit, the PC waits for DIFS and polls the next station. The point
coordinator broadcasts an end message to break from a contention-free to a contention
period [16].

2.4.2.5 Enhanced Distributed Coordination Function (EDCF)
The design of the legacy of the IEEE 802.11, DCF does not provide for service
differentiation; it treats all the packets with equal priority at the MAC layer. Ideally, with
the introduction of the IEEE 802.11e [25], service differentiation at the MAC layer has
been achieved. This implies that the individual packets have different priorities and
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quality of service (QoS) is maintained at the MAC layer. The IEEE 802.11e standard
implements a Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF) with two different medium access
mechanisms, Enhanced Distributed Coordination Function (EDCF) Channel Access and
HCF Controlled Channel Access (HCCA). .

EDCF provides differentiated distributed access to the wireless medium for eight
delivery priorities with four different access categories (AC) as shown in Table 2.1 and
Figure 2.10 respectively. As specified in the 802.11e draft [25], each data packet from
higher layers, along with a specific user priority value, is mapped onto a corresponding
AC using a mapping table as illustrated in Table 2.3. The user priority value is defined
with different kinds of applications, such as best effort traffic, video traffic and voice
traffic mapped to different AC queues: AC_BK, AC_BE, AC_VI, and AC_VO
respectively.
Table 2-2: User Priority Mapping
PRIORITY

ACCESS

CATEGORY

DESIGNATION

1

0

(AC_BK)

Best Effort

2

0

(AC_BK)

Best Effort

0

0

(AC_BK)

Best Effort

3

1

(AC_BE)

Video Probe

4

2

(AC_VI)

Video

5

2

(AC_VI)

Video

6

3

(AC_VO)

Voice

7

3

(AC_VO)

Voice
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AC2
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AC0

Virtual Collision Handler
Transmission
Attempt

Figure 2-10: Access Categories (ACs) for EDCF
As shown in Figure 2.10, every AC behaves as a single DCF contending entity and each
entity possesses its own contention parameters (CWmax[AC], CWmin[AC], and
AIFS[AC]. Basically, the smaller the values of CWmax[AC], CWmin[AC],

and

AIFS[AC] the shorter the channel access delay for the corresponding AC, and thus the
higher the priority to access the medium. EDCF uses Arbitrary IFS (AIFS) and each
AIFS constitutes an IFS interval with arbitrary length determined by AIFS[AC] = SIFS +
AIFSN[AC] * slot time, where AIFSN [AC] is the arbitration inter frame space number
and represents the number of slot times for access category (AC) [26].

AIFS(j)
Immediate access if medium is
Idle for more than DIFS/AIFS(i)

AIFS(i)
DIFS
PIFS

DIFS/
AIFS

SIFS

Busy Medium

Contention Window

Backoff Window

Defer Access

Next Frame

Slot time
Select slot and Decrement Backoff for as
long as the medium is idle

Figure 2.11: EDCF Access Mechanism
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After waiting for an idle time interval of AIFS [AC], each AC has to wait for a random
backoff time of (CWmin[AC] ≤ backoff time ≤ CWmax[AC]).

The values of the time parameter (AIFS, CWmin, CWmax) and the backoff timer are
used in setting priority in accessing the channel for different traffic. As demonstrated in
Table 2-3, different parameters are used in determining four access categories (AC) and
are formulated using the default values parameters for EDCF [16].

Table 2-3 Default values for AIFS and CW
Access
Category
0

AIFS

CWmin

CWmax

7

PHY CWmin

PHY CWmax

1

3

PHY CWmin

PHY CWmax

2

2

(PHY CWmin + 1)/2 -1

PHY CWmin

3

2

(PHY CWmin + 1)/4 -1

(PHY CWmin + 1)/2 -1

The purpose of using different contention parameters for different queues is to afford
low-priority traffic a longer backoff time than high-priority traffic. In this case, highpriority traffic is more likely to gain access to the medium earlier than low-priority
traffic. A possible problem is that, once backoff times of different ACs overlap, as a
result reduced service differentiation is experienced. Furthermore, in EDCF, backoff
timers of different ACs in a mobile station with random values may reach minimum
values concurrently, thus causing internal collisions. In order to avoid this internal
collision, EDCF introduces a scheduler inside every MS to allow only the highest
priority AC to transmit a packet.
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2.5 Transmission Control Protocol
TCP[27] is one of the core protocols of the Internet that provides reliable process-toprocess communication service in a multi-network environment by ensuring safe
delivery of data across an unreliable network. TCP not only facilitates a large number of
networking applications used on the Internet, such as the World Wide Web (WWW), email and file transfer protocol (FTP), and multimedia applications, it also enables
seamless integration of these applications.

The basic functionality of TCP as defined in [27] was published in 1981. Since then,
several significant enhancements have been proposed and made. TCP extensions have
been defined in [28] and TCP congestion control in [29]. The exponential growth in
Internet usage increased the problems of congestion. Consequently, many versions of
TCP exist today. Presently, all major types of TCP employ congestion control
algorithms, which include slow-start (SS), congestion avoidance, fast retransmit and fast
recovery algorithms. Figure 2-11 illustrates the TCP process for communication.
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Application

Application

TCP connection
TCP

TCP

Data Link Layer

Data Link Layer

Physical

Physical

Net

Router

Router

Figure 2-11: TCP Communication
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2.5.1 TCP Characteristics
To ensure that the datagrams are transferred in an orderly, efficient and reliable manner,
TCP implements the following features:

2.5.1.1 Connection-Oriented
The basic concept of TCP being connection oriented is that the two host systems first
initialise a connection and then start communicating with each other. Before any data
transfer can be started, a connection must be established through a process called a threeway handshake.

2.5.1.2 Reliability
TCP is used to transport continuous streams of data split into multiple data packets, with
each data packet carrying a fragment of the continuous stream. A packet is identified by
its position within the stream and protected by a two byte checksum. Apart from the
checksum, a number of mechanisms, namely duplicate data detection, sequencing,
retransmission and timers, help TCP to provide reliable data delivery. The checksum is
used by the receiver to detect corrupted data.

2.5.1.3 TCP Time-out Mechanism
A time-out is employed when there is no response from the receiver for the purpose of
avoiding a long delay during TCP connection. For every segment transmission by the
sender, a timer is set to start counting. If there is no reception of a threshold number of
ACKs before the timer expires, packet loss is assumed and the same packet is
retransmitted until an ACK is received. The TCP retransmission timeout (RTO) value is
carefully chosen. When the RTO value is too small, the time expires quickly and
unnecessary retransmissions occur. On the other hand, if the RTO value is too large, the
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TCP responds slowly to the segment loss, resulting in longer end-to-end delay and hence
performance degradation.

2.5.2

TCP for Wireless Channels

The properties of wireless channels are very different from those of wired channels.
Several mechanisms, such as congestion control, slow start, and fast retransmit/fast
recovery, play an important role when using TCP in wired networks. However, the main
problem with these mechanisms is that they have been designed for situations that are
completely different from mobile environments [30, 31].

In contrast to a wired network, a wireless channel is characterised by a high bit error rate
with random losses caused by shadowing and fading. Furthermore, the channel causes
burst errors when it is in deep fade for a significant amount of time or when it is in short
fade where the length of burst errors could vary. The low efficiency of TCP in wireless
channels is due to the fact that it misinterprets packet losses caused by a high error rate
as a result of congestion. However, because of the common usage of the TCP in Internet
applications that require reliable data transfer, it is important to keep the TCP/IP protocol
stack as well as the network element structure unchanged, even when mobility features
required for wireless internet are added to the network [32]. It is emphasised that TCP
should be enhanced in order to meet TCP performance expectations in wireless
networks.
2.5.3 Cooperation between TCP and MAC
TCP guarantees end-to-end error-free data delivery services and was originally designed
for wired networks with a reliable physical layer, in which packet losses are mainly
caused by network congestion. At the transport layer, to achieve reliable data transfers,
TCP receivers return Acknowledgment (ACK) packets to the sender, confirming the
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error free arrival of data packets. Consequently, when a packet is detected as being lost,
either by timeout or by triple duplicated ACKs, TCP slows down the sending rate by
adjusting its congestion window. Although TCPs possess recovery mechanisms for
dropped packets in the event that they are corrupted during transmission, the recovery
routines degrade the TCP performance, since they involve end-to-end retransmissions.
The delay and losses incurred by the packets as they travel through each link reduce the
throughput. Therefore, the interaction between the transport layer and the MAC layer
plays an essential role in transmission control. The concept of a collective local
reliability is critical when implementing wireless networks to ensure that the end-to-end
performance required by applications and their transport protocol(s) is achieved [33].

2.6

Conclusion

This chapter presented a survey of WLAN and described its main features. The IEEE
802.11 wireless LAN standard is becoming more popular, particularly in office and
home environments, or in public points of distribution (hot spots) providing Internet
connectivity to mobile users. Thus, it is important that the performance of wireless
networks is enhanced and issues to do with the reliability and quality of service
particularly are addressed. The IEEE 802.11 standard addresses the issue of data rate and
the quality of service provision in IEEE 802.11e. The MAC 802.11 procedures for
achieving reliable operation over a communication link and how the existing IEEE
802.11 MAC legacy can be extended to facilitate communication and to support Quality
of Service (QoS) are pointed out. This chapter further discusses the most widely used
transport layer protocol – Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). The concept of a
collaborative approach between MAC and TCP is introduced. Since the performance of
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data transfer does not rely only on end-to-end reliability of data but also on the quality of
the service, the interaction between the transport layer and the MAC layer is necessary.
The next chapter presents the background of the operation of TCP over WLANs.
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3.1 Introduction
Wireless

networks

are

becoming

increasingly

popular

in

the

world

of

telecommunication. As a consequence, significant effort has been devoted to the
provision of reliable data delivery for a wide variety of applications over different
wireless infrastructures. One of the major challenges in modern communication systems
is to provide wireless access to the Internet. TCP, which supports many of the most
popular applications on the Internet today, has been enhanced in recent years to improve
robustness and performance over network of varying characteristics.

Due to the popularity of TCP, many researchers have worked on addressing the issue of
its performance in various network environments, including 802.11 wireless local area
networks (WLANs). However, TCP in wireless networks is still hindered by its inability
to sufficiently accommodate frequent link changes and the unfairness resulting from the
existing contention mechanisms at the MAC layer. Other issues like contention with TCP
ACK packets and hidden nodes also contribute to the poor performance of TCP in
wireless LANs. Since bit error rates are very low in wired networks, nearly all TCP
versions assume that packet losses are due to congestion [34].

In this chapter, we provide an overview of wireless performance improvement as well as
some optimisations that have been proposed in the literature, and describe how they
differ in terms of their transmission control, retransmission and adaptation mechanisms.
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Section 3.2 discusses the TCP error recovery mechanisms. In Section 3.3, available
enhancement schemes are pointed out. TCP enhancement mechanisms can be
categorised into three groups: Link layer solutions, Transport layer solutions and Cross
layer solutions. Section 3.2.1 describes how link layer techniques have been used to
improve the network performance. Transport layer techniques are presented in section
3.2.2. Cross layer design is considered in Section 3.2.4 where a joint consideration of
protocol layers is taken into account to improve WLAN performance.

3.2

TCP Error Recovery Mechanism in the Network.

TCP has its own recovery mechanism to handle packet losses. Since bit error rates are
very low in wired networks, nearly all TCP versions assume that packet losses are due to
congestion. Consequently, when a packet is detected as being lost, either by timeouts or
by triple duplicate ACKs, the TCP sender initiates its recovery procedure by reducing the
transmissions of the packets through lowering the value of the congestion window and
initiating its congestion control and avoidance mechanisms. However, in Wireless LANs,
the error recovery mechanism is different from traditional wired networks. 802.11
networks have a fast acknowledgement mechanism and the 802.11 MAC expects a
positive acknowledgment for every packet sent to the destination. When an 802.11
packet carrying a TCP segment is delayed or lost, the 802.11 MAC layer will try to
retransmit the packet. If an 802.11 link is experiencing high packet loss, then the
probability of the time taken by an 802.11 link to deliver the same packet may exceed the
round trip time (RTT) of the TCP endpoints and cause the TCP source to resend the data
packet again. But, on the other hand, the 802.11 link layer delays the delivery of data
packets. This results in unnecessary duplication of data packets on the TCP receiver
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side. The underlying issue here is the TCP structure which is based on the notion that the
link layer drops the packets without delaying them when congestion occurs.

Due to a lack of coordination between different layers, TCP performance suffers
considerable throughput degradation because of the assumption that a lack of
acknowledgement occurs as a result of network congestion.

3.3

Enhancement Schemes for Wireless Networks

There are various proposals to optimise the performance of TCP over IEEE 802.11
wireless networks. Depending on their features, they can be categorised into different
classes as represented in Figure 3-1.

TCP Improvement mechanisms for
wireless networks

Link Layer Solutions

Transport layer
solutions.

End-to-End
TCP Modification

Cross-layer solutions

Split-connection

Figure 3-1: Classification of improvements for 802.11 wireless networks
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3.3.1 Link Layer Solutions
This approach solves problems locally, with the transport layer not being made aware of
the characteristics of the individual links. The protocols hide the losses in the wireless
link to make it appear to be highly reliable. That is, TCP is not involved in handling
wireless losses and the errors over wireless links, instead, are recovered by the link layer
mechanisms. In the majority of current wireless systems, the use of ARQ protocols [35]
allows recovery from wireless link errors and provides a relatively reliable transfer of
packets to the upper layers. However, the interaction between ARQ and TCP may result
in poor performance due to spurious retransmissions caused by an incompatible setting
of timers at the two layers [36].

Some of the proposed link layer schemes include the Snoop protocol [37], Asymmetric
Reliable Mobile Access in Link-Layer (AIRMAIL) protocol, Transport unaware link
improvement protocol (TULIP) among others. The Snoop protocol is a TCP-aware link
layer protocol used to handle connections in which most of the data are transferred from
the Fixed Host (FH) to the Mobile Host (MH). AIRMAIL protocol provides a reliable
link layer in conjunction with forward error correction [38]. In order to improve the
TCP performance over wireless links without the need to modify the transport layer
protocol, [39] proposes TULIP.

The above proposals use link layer retransmission to minimise packet loss due to the
wireless part of the connection. The link layer protocols are generally concerned with the
problems that arise from the lossy wireless links. The protocols operate independently of
higher layer protocols and preserve the end-to-end semantics of TCP. The major
advantage of using the link layer protocol for wireless recovery is that it fits well in the
existing structure of network protocols. However, the main disadvantages with the link
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layer protocol are the independent timer reaction at the link and the transport layer that
can result in unnecessary retransmission and larger round trip time variation.

3.3.2 Transport Layer Solutions
The transport layer solutions involve the modification of the transport protocol in order
to achieve high throughput on wireless links. Considering the fact that some packets may
be lost, the adapted transport protocol is expected to implement congestion control as a
reaction to packet losses. A reasonable number of solutions designed to achieve better
performance through the modification of the TCP layer are available. These are logically
divided into two groups according to the technique they introduce: the connection
splitting approach and TCP modifications.

The idea of split-connection approaches is to divide each TCP connection into two
separate connections at an intermediate node; one is between the Fixed Host (FH) and
the Base Station (BS) and the other between the BS and MH. This advances the freedom
for the optimisation of TCP over both wired and wireless links [40, 41].
TCP modification involves a group of solutions which promote small changes to TCP
behaviour, such as the procedure of acknowledgement generation used by TCP. TCP
modification does not require modification of the BS, thus avoiding overhead in packet
delivery and BS complexity increases. The advantage of the end-to-end proposals are
the preserved end-to-end semantics of TCP and do not provide support from any
intermediate nodes; thereby no additional processing is required in the network.

3.3.3

Cross Layer Design

Different cross layer approaches have been proposed by a number of researchers.
According to [42] the relevant parameters for cross layer optimisation at the different
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protocol layers are: Application, Transport, Network, MAC/Link and Physical. Cross
layering should support collecting, sharing and setting the parameters that are generally
confined within the borders of their respective layers, which therefore constitutes a
challenge in the design of cross layer solutions [42].

Application
Packet loss ratio, jitter,
etc.

Delay constrain, etc.

Transport

Joint error control using
BER; Handoff
notification

Network

Environmental
measurements reports:
SNR, RSS, etc

Desired value of QoS
parameters

Joint delay control

Link

Physical

Figure 3-2: Cross Layer architecture

The cross layer architecture focuses on specific interactions among layers as well as on
the required signalling messages. In particular, each layer needs to exchange control
information only with a subset of the remaining layers and the corresponding message
function is also introduced. The generic concept of cross layer architecture is shown in
Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3-3: General approach Cross Layer Architecture
The cross layer architecture in Figure 3.3 illustrates a more general concept and refers to
the enhancement of the existing layered architecture by defining a general approach for
exchanging control messages among different layers.

3.4 Cross-Layer Optimization over Wireless Networks
Cross Layer optimisation has been applied in the area of wireless networking, where
severe constraints imposed by limited communication resources, mobility of terminals,
and unreliability of links make achieving acceptable performance more challenging.
Several approaches have been proposed in order to alleviate the congestion issues in
wireless networks, especially in WLAN networks.

A number of cross layer schemes focus on the interaction between TCP and MAC,
particularly alleviating the problems of medium contentions [43,44,45]. In [43], a rate
based protocol named Wireless Congestion Control Protocol (WCCP) that efficiently
and fairly supports the transport service, is proposed. The protocol uses MAC layer
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information which is posted to the transport layer and the information fed back from the
receiver communication side in order to adjust the sender‟s rate. The need for rate based
congestion control algorithms and easily measured metrics that can reflect MAC
contention, collision and available bandwidth, is emphasized. The WCCP significantly
outperforms traditional TCP in terms of channel utilisation, delay and fairness, while
eliminating the severe unfairness problem suffered by TCP.

Another approach to cross-layering is the TCP Contention Control Protocol [44]. This
protocol monitors (in every Round_Trip_Time) the effect of changing the number of
outstanding packets in the network on the achieved throughput and level of contention
delay experienced by each packet. The parameters used are the available bandwidth,
throughput and packet contention. Based on these measurements, TCP contention control
protocol estimates the amount of traffic that can be sent by the sender to obtain a balance
between the maximum throughput and the minimum contention delay of each
connection. The incorporation of TCP contention into standard TCP decreases the
application response time.

The congestion control algorithms may also benefit from the information exchange
between the ARQ procedures at different layers [46]: the overhead associated with
higher layers of ARQs can be reduced based on link layer ARQ feedback. The Link
Layer ARQ Exploitation TCP (LLE_TCP) scheme, which is proposed in [46], eliminates
inefficient TCP acknowledgments. This scheme requires that the protocol stacks of the
wireless sender and receiver are enhanced by cross layer ARQ agents that enable
collaboration between the link and transport layers. The ARQ agent of the sender
generates TCP acknowledgments locally as soon as the link layer confirms successful
packet delivery, thus avoiding transmission of TCP ACK packets over the wireless
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channel. The LLE_TCP implementation requires no changes to the TCP protocol;
however, it supports software entities representing ARQ agents.

Cross Layer Congestion Control for TCP (C3TCP) is also proposed in [46]. The C3TCP
scheme is able to obtain higher performance by gathering capacity information such as
bandwidth and delay at the link layer. The bandwidth and delay measurements are
subsequently used in an algorithm to calculate the bandwidth delay product and to
optimise the outgoing traffic rate. The method requires the introduction of an additional
module within the protocol stack of the mobile node that is able to adjust outgoing data
stream based on capacity measurements.

The proposed Interlayer Collaboration Protocol (ILC-TCP) scheme improves the
performance of TCP in wireless environments, involving long and frequent
disconnections [47]. In ILC-TCP, a new management layer parallel to the networking
stack, called the State Manager (SM), is introduced; this enables each layer to share
minimal information. Each layer reports its state to the SM. When conditions are not
appropriate for TCP flow, the TCP sender is signalled by the SM to stop sending packets.
Upon improved network conditions, TCP can proceed with regular data delivery. This
approach improves throughput in relation to standard TCP when disconnections and
varied mobility patterns are present. However, in the absence of connectivity problems,
ILC-TCP offers no improvement in TCP operation.

Feedback between the network and the transport layers is allowed and also between the
application and transport layers in the ATCP scheme, [48, 49]. The network layer
feedback is used to manipulate the TCP congestion control mechanism, leading to
enhanced TCP throughput in both directions of data transfer.
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In an attempt to use a dynamic procedure to change the contention window value after a
collision or a successful transmission, a new scheme is proposed in [50]. The purpose is
to improve the performance of IEEE 802.11e under different load condition rates and by
increasing service differentiation in EDCF-based networks. While in EDCF CWmin and
CWmax, values are statically set for each access category, this scheme resets its CWs to
adaptive values that are different by taking into account their current size and the average
collision rate.

A simple Static Slow Decrease scheme is evaluated in [51]. The main purpose of the
scheme is to slowly decrease the contention window (CW) value by employing a static
factor with a value of 0.5. This approach is not suitable for all network conditions [52].
The reason behind adapting the AIFS is to reduce the waiting time for high priority
applications and to increase it for low priorities. The approach in [53] is based on
adapting the AIFS in response to the prevailing network conditions. This approach
attempts to favour high priority streams when the network is overloaded and to serve all
traffic when the network functions under normal conditions. This approach is biased
towards high priority applications. A link adaptation strategy that provides a cross layer
differentiation at the MAC layer and PHY layer is proposed in [54]. This strategy
exploits the positive ACK procedure to evaluate the quality of the link. If the transmitter
has not received the ACK frame then the conclusion is drawn that the transmission
failed. The two counters are used to determine whether the quality of the link is good or
not.

To enhance the performance of IEEE 802.11e, [54, 55] propose techniques for adapting
the contention window (CW) according to the state of the network. These techniques
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outperform the EDCF technique used in the IEEE 802.11e MAC layer; however, their
main limitation is their complexity in terms of the implementation of the algorithm. The
effectiveness of 802.11e in wireless environments is evaluated in [56] in which case it is
demonstrated that with the IEEE 802.11e, high priority traffic is able to maintain a
steady throughput and that their end-to-end delay is kept within acceptable bounds. An
experimental study was conducted in [57] to evaluate the challenges of the 802.11e
EDCF. The results reveal that the interaction between TCP congestion control and EDCF
mechanisms causes some deviations from the desired results.

In [58], the authors proposed a solution to avoid the starvation of low priority traffic by
piggybacking low priority traffic on higher priority messages. However, this is only
possible if there is available bandwidth that can be used by low priority traffic at the
same time as the high priority traffic. This method constitutes a cross-layer design in
which the MAC layer has access to the sending information. Another scheme to improve
the performance of best effort traffic was proposed in [59], where the idea was to allow
best effort traffic to use higher priority queues if either one is empty. This scheme allows
only one best effort frame at a time in order to avoid delay-sensitive application QoS
degradation. This solution is, however, ineffective in networks highly loaded with delaysensitive applications as their queues are almost constantly full. In order to dynamically
assign priorities to each application accessing the channel in EDCF mode, depending on
the current network status and the requirements of the application, another scheme is
proposed in [60]. In [61], it is proposed to alter the values of AIFS and CWmin
dynamically based on a defined fairness index and the network load.

Although the above studies attempt to address the problem of network congestion and
congestion management depending on the MAC status, the main issue should be the low
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priority starvation in general. Low priority effectiveness is not guaranteed in networks
highly loaded with high priority traffic. Moreover, despite the fact that TCP is the
transport protocol used by most of the best effort applications, none of the studies
considered the directionality of TCP, that is, the presence of TCP ACKs flows in the
reverse direction.

3.5 Summary of Previous work
From the analysis of existing improvements to the IEEE 802.11 standards, it is clear that
there is no single best solution for the enhancement; all mechanisms are very similar,
because they combat the same issues with slightly different methods and effort. The
enhancement schemes presented in this chapter employ different approaches to improve
the performance of wireless networks and are categorised into three main groups:
transport layer, link layer and cross-layer design.

The link layer approaches use link layer retransmissions to improve the performance of
TCP and work on wireless links without affecting higher-level protocols. The main
advantage of link layer proposals is that no modifications are required at the end points
and they preserve the end-to-end semantics of TCP. However, they increase the
complexity of the base station and require the modification of the MAC protocol on the
wireless link.

Transport layer solutions aim at adapting the transport protocol to the characteristics of
the wireless network, thus implying modification of the transport protocol in the protocol
stack at both the sender and the receiver ends.

The cross-layer solutions establish interdependence and collaboration between the
protocols in different layers of the stack. However, in spite of the theoretical advantages
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described above, a relatively low number of proposals aimed at TCP improvement are
available. Despite the arguments for a wider optimisation across multiple layers [62], the
overwhelming majority of the available cross-layer solutions are limited to the
cooperation between the physical and the link layers [63]. However, it has been observed
that the cross-layering is currently one of the most promising techniques for the
enhancement towards higher performance.

3.6 Conclusion
This chapter has provided an overview of the various solutions available for the
improvement of the performance of wireless networks. It was noted that cross layer is a
promising technique for improving TCP performance in WLANs. It has also been
revealed that TCP supports many of the Internet applications. However, the presence of
high priority traffic reduces transmission opportunity for TCP-based applications.
Several researchers have proposed various approaches to absolve the performance
anomaly. Subsequently a new prioritised adaptive EDCF scheme was proposed to
enhance the low priority TCP applications. The next chapter presents the design of the
proposed algorithm.
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4. DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a detailed description of the proposed prioritised adaptive TCP
scheme to enhance TCP in WLANs. It was observed in Chapter 3 that cross-layering is
currently one of the most promising techniques for the optimisation towards high
performance. Since data link layer supports reliable data transfer locally and TCP
supports reliable data transfer end-to-end,

it was considered that a collaborative

approach between the Media Access Control (MAC) and TCP could enhance the
performance of WLANs [64]. As a result, an improved packet prioritisation adjustment
scheme, called the prioritised adaptive enhancement (PAD_EDCF) algorithm, is
proposed. Through the prioritisation of TCP Control packets, it is possible to reduce the
delay caused by starvation as a result of high priority traffic caused by traffic
differentiation employed by QoS WLANs.

Therefore, it is possible to maximise TCP

transmission opportunities by assigning a different type of service to the TCP control
packets at the transport layer and prioritising them. At the MAC layer, a service
differentiation is further improved by modifying the MAC layer parameters to make it
adjustable, so as to provide proper service differentiation to the TCP segments. This
algorithm is called adaptive due to its ability to adjust the contention window parameters
depending on the traffic load condition of the channel.

4.2

Significance of TCP Control Packets

As discussed in Chapter 3, transport protocols are used to transfer information in
networks. TCP, the most widely used transport protocol, offers a reliable and ordered
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end-to-end data transfer service between two interconnected systems [65]. TCP is a
connection oriented protocol in the transport layer, while the establishment and release of
transmission connections are essential processes of each connection-oriented
communication.

The TCP sender is the sender of a TCP connection set up between the sending and
receiving nodes of a TCP. The TCP sender generates and transmits header packets,
transmits data packets, and receives acknowledgment packets. To set up a TCP
connection between the sending and receiving nodes, like the normal usage, a user-level
process at the sending and receiving nodes is set up. These two processes use the
standard opening system calls such as connect() and accept() to conduct TCP‟s 3-way
handshaking connection set up procedure as illustrated in section 4.1.1 . After the TCP
connection is set up, the process of the sending node starts and the process involves
sending data packets and receiving acknowledgment packets from the receiving node.
Similarly, the process for the receiving node also becomes active.

Each packet transmitted by the TCP sender can thus constitute a packet consisting of
only the TCP/IP header which contains no physical TCP data payload called “header
packets”. These header packets, together with the acknowledgment packets sent back by
the TCP receiver, are termed “control packets” as their existence is solely for purposes of
congestion control, rather than for data-carrying.
For each header packet sent by the TCP sender, the “control” bit is set in the Type-OfService (ToS) field of its IP header so as to allow the access point on the TCP path to
distinguish header packets from data packets and thus be able to give them different
treatments. In the TCP approach, setting the “control” bit does not need a complicated
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packet marker as required in the diff-serv approach [66]. The reason for this simple
packet marking is that since all header packets are generated by the TCP sender only,
which by default copies the ToS in a TCP connection„s control block to the TCP
connection‟s outgoing packets before they are sent, when a control TCP is set up, the
standard system call can be used to turn on this bit and store it in the ToS field of the
TCP control block. Therefore, every header packet is automatically marked before
sending.

4.3 TCP Acknowledgement process
In the TCP protocol, a connection is established in TCP by means of the three-way
handshake, and both sides transmit control segments. In most applications, data flows in
one direction after a connection is established, in which case, the receiving client sends
an acknowledgement to the sender [67]. Figure 4-1 illustrates the connection
establishment for a three-way handshake [68] in which the network users are assumed to
utilise TCP as the transport protocol.

Figure 4-1: Three-way handshake
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TCP, being a reliable transport protocol, requires the establishment of a connection for
every segment to be transmitted and an ACK for successfully transmitted segments. If
there is no acknowledgement, the TCP sender assumes that the outstanding segments
have been lost and retransmits them. However, the delay can be caused by high priority
traffic being given medium access priority, which reduces the TCP transmission
opportunity in the process.

In the current network layered architecture, TCP control segments are treated like any
other data packet. As far as the MAC protocol is concerned, TCP control segments do
not benefit the prioritisation given to other control packets, such as RTS, CTS, and MAC
ACK. When a TCP packet is received, a separate conversation has to be initiated by the
receiving station in order to transmit the TCP ACK. As the receiver has to go through a
fresh medium contention, this process can be particularly lengthy, especially in highly
loaded networks, or if there is higher priority traffic contending for the same shared
medium. If the ACK is delayed for more than the retransmission timeout value allowed
by the TCP, the sending station will assume that the packet was lost and will schedule a
retransmission.

4.4 The Concept of Prioritisation
Delays are common in WLANs owing to factors such as link layer error recovery,
wireless bandwidth fluctuation or blocking by high priority traffic. Typically, TCP
computes retransmission timeout (RTO) based on the round trip time (RTT) values.
When a delay spike exceeding the RTO value occurs without a chance to adapt its
retransmission timer to such a delay, the TCP assumes that the outstanding segments
have been lost and retransmits them accordingly. The delays due to blocking by high
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priority traffic are becoming more noticeable due to traffic differentiation being
introduced in QoS WLANs and the increase in multimedia traffic. In QoS-aware
networks, delay-sensitive applications are afforded medium access priority, which
reduces the TCP transmission opportunities. In addition, TCP packets and ACKs are
often delayed, which results in more spurious timeouts in the networks. The increased
number of scheduled retransmissions due to timeouts is detrimental to wireless networks,
as the already scarce bandwidth is wasted in carrying out retransmissions.

The problem of transmission between low priority traffic and high priority traffic is
illustrated by example in Figure 4-2. This scenario illustrates how nodes can
communicate with best-effort and delay sensitive applications. The four nodes,
FTP_Client, FTP_Server, VoIP_S and VoIP_D, are associated with access point AP. A
long-lived FTP file transfer is established between the two FTP nodes, and a CBR voice
connection is established intermittently between the voice nodes. Following the service
differentiation introduced by AIFS and CW in EDCF, the VoIP nodes and FTP nodes
generate traffic classified in the AC3 and AC1 respectively. AIFSN1 is larger than AIFSN3;
therefore, in case of medium contention, the VoIP nodes will start decreasing their
backoff earlier than FTP nodes. In addition, because high priority traffic is given smaller
values of CWmin and CWmax, the backoff counter of VoIP nodes may count to zero and
transmit the packet. Several delay models developed demonstrates that the delay for
different ACs depends on both the 802.11e parameters (CWmin and AIFS) as well as on
the number of competing stations in every AC and the amount of traffic they generate.
For best effort traffic, the delay is tremendously increased when competing with several
stations with high priority traffic.
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VOIP_D

AP
FTP_Client

FTP_Server

VOIP_S

Figure 4-2: Packet Transmission Scenario

In this example, four times t0, t1, t2 and t3 are considered such that t0 < t1 < t2 < t3. At
time t0, a TCP packet is sent from FTP_Client to FTP_Server. At time t1, a voice
connection opens between the VoIP nodes, before a TCP ACK is ready to be sent from
FTP_Server to FTP_Client. Since TCP computes RTO based on the RTT values[69], if
the voice connection is not disconnected until time t3 and t3-t0> RTO, there is a delay
spike exceeding the retransmission timeout value. Since there is no chance for TCP to
adapt to the retransmission timer, it assumes that the outstanding segments have been
lost and retransmits them accordingly. This retransmission is spurious as the TCP packet
was neither lost nor damaged. Apart from this timeout, if the destination receives the
retransmitted packet after it has managed to transmit the ACK, it will send another
acknowledgement for the newly received segment; thus the segment would be
acknowledged twice. Duplicate ACKs will therefore be received at the FTP_client which
will again invoke the congestion control mechanism.
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opportunities and spurious timeouts result in poor performance of the TCP in the
presence of voice traffic.

Most analytical models developed to quantify the delay and throughput achievable by
different traffic categories in IEEE 802.11e are mainly based on the Markov model,
presented by Bianchi in [70], where the throughput achievable by IEEE 802.11 DCF is
analysed. In the model, the probability of a successful transmission is given by:

2
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2 pk

i

4.1

where W is CWmin, p is the conditional collision probability, and m is the maximum
backoff stage. By considering the concept of different access categories introduced by
802.11e, a similar expression is obtained by [71] where the transmission probability k
of a station of access category k is given by
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The same expressions were obtained in [72,73]. From the above expressions, the
throughput Sk, achievable by an access category k in 802.11e, is given by

Sk
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where l is the average payload of a transmission, p(s), p(c) and p(e) are the probabilities
that a slot time contains a successful transmission, a collision or is empty. Ts, Tc and σ
denote the time required for a successful transmission, a collision and the idle slot length
respectively.

From the above expressions, the probability of a successful transmission for any given
AC is inversely proportional to the congestion window W. Stations with traffic in high
priority ACs (i.e. voice and video) and therefore with low values of W, has a higher
chance of transmitting their data than stations with best effort traffic and consequently,
will have better throughput.

EDCF has achieved considerable improvement over DCF in providing QoS guarantees
for delay-sensitive applications; however, its performance deteriorates under high load
conditions [74]. More importantly, low priority traffic is starved in QoS-aware wireless
networks. The proposed prioritised adaptive scheme supports TCP-based low priority
traffic, and does not adversely affect delay-sensitive high priority traffic since only TCP
control packets are prioritised.

The expressions given in the preceding section were developed for any traffic class type.
However, they did not consider the bidirectional nature of TCP, the transport protocol
used by a major portion of best effort traffic. The derived throughput is directly
proportional to the probability of a successful transmission. For TCP traffic, however, a
packet is considered successfully transmitted if a TCP ACK is received by the sender
before the retransmission timeout. Based on the probability notion of successful
transmission given by Equation (4.1), successful transmission probability of the TCP
depends on a combination of both the probability of a successfully transmitted data
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packet and the probability of a successfully received ACK packet, which is more or less
equivalent to τdata ×τACK. For TCP traffic belonging to the first access category
(AC1), a successful transmission probability of the TCP packet is therefore given by

4
TCP
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i 0

i 2
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4.4

assuming that the data and ACK possess the same transmission probability because they
belong in the same access category, and that the delayed ACK option is not used. TCP
throughput is therefore different from any other best effort throughput obtainable by
Equation (4.3), as it depends on the value τTCP given by Equation (4.4). For example, if
the transmission probability is 0.5, the throughput would be almost half of the value that
can be obtained by Equation (4.3) in EDCF.

4.5 Control Packet Prioritisation
Normally, the type of service (ToS) is assigned to the application in the proposed
prioritised adaptive scheme; the transport layer is responsible for assigning a proper ToS
since the TCP control packets originate from the transport layer. Generally, TCP (data
and control) packets are automatically assigned the best effort ToS, and by assigning a
different ToS to TCP control packets, they are differentiated from the best effort traffic.
The reserved ToS is assigned to the TCP control packets at the transport layer as they are
about to be sent to lower layers.

At the MAC level, a higher access category reserved for TCP control packets is defined;
the AC is assigned the highest priority. By placing the TCP control packets in a top
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priority access category, the probability of transmitting them on time is maximised. As
the TCP ACK transmission probability tends towards 1, the transmission probability of
the TCP traffic can be expressed by Equation (4.2). Similarly, the achievable TCP
throughput can be expressed by Equation (4.3) with the exception that the Ts increases
by the value equal to the time required to transfer both the TCP control packets and the
MAC control packets that go with it. By employing this approach, the chances that all
the TCP packets transmitted get acknowledged are increased. The underlying principle of
this approach makes use of the transport layer to regulate the volume of the TCP control
packets on the channel rather than the EDCF mechanism. The volume of the TCP control
packets admitted to the channel matches the volume of TCP data successfully
transmitted, and is independent of the type of other traffic contending for the same
medium.

In a bidirectional traffic environment (uplink and downlink), some TCP ACKs are
piggybacked on data packets transmitted in the other direction. The prioritisation of all
control packets would therefore result in the prioritisation of the best effort data to which
even the ACKs are piggybacked. The deterioration of the performance of delay-sensitive
applications is minimized by considering only TCP control packets for prioritisation. The
size of each TCP control packet is technically 40 bytes; hence only a negligible short
time is required for their transmission, and this scheme would therefore have a negligible
effect on streaming applications contending for the same wireless channel.

4.6

TCP Retransmission Control

In wired networks, transmission delay is approximately fixed and much of the variability
in RTTs stem from queuing delay. In wireless networks, retransmissions due to
collisions and changing channel conditions are the norm and the additional variable
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delay has raised concerns for those running TCP over wireless networks. The role of
TCP timeouts in 802.11 infrastructure mode WLANs is therefore an important issue to
be examined. The unfairness between flows, as demonstrated in [2], can be attributed to
TCP timeouts, mainly due to TCP ACK losses at the AP buffer, caused by the MAC
assigning too few transmission opportunities to TCP ACKs queued at the AP. By
limiting the number of contention induced retransmissions, TCP resource efficiency can
be optimised. The delays are normally computed and added every time the medium is
busy until the ACK is received or until the maximum RTO is reached.

In the proposed method, the TCP layer is made aware of the contention status of the
wireless and therefore is aware of the period when the TCP ACK has a higher chance of
successful transmission and when it does not. The TCP source assumes that whenever
the medium is busy, another conversation is going on and it has to wait for its ACK to
obtain a transmission opportunity. The TCP congestion window is increased based on
the proposed algorithm whenever the packet is acknowledged from the receiver. This
expresses the variation of the said window as a function of acknowledged data rate. The
variation of this window occurs in two phases: the congestion avoidance phase and slow
start phase. In the slow start phase (cwnd<ssthresh), the variation of the TCP congestion
avoidance window is equal to the acknowledged data. In the congestion avoidance phase,
the variation of this window is expressed as the acknowledged data rate divided by the
TCP window.

When an ACK is sent, the corrupted packet is retransmitted following completion of the
TCP congestion control procedure. By inspecting the ACKed sequence number and the
ACK information provided by the MAC protocol, the TCP sender clearly determines
whether or not it is necessary to invoke the congestion avoidance mechanism.
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The algorithm of how TCP layer regulates the size of the congestion window (cwnd)
based on the ACKs received from the receiver is demonstrated below.
The proposed algorithm can be illustrated as:
for every acks{
If ( cwnd < ssthresh)
cwnd = cwnd + 1
else
cwnd+ = 1/cwnd
for every acks {
Write the acks_seq_no; retransmit the packet.
for every duplicate ACK {
dup_ack_cnt ++
if (dup_ack_cnt > thresshold )
retransmit next packet
ssthressh = cwnd/2 && cwnd = 1
Upon time expiry {
Set

ssthressh = cwnd/2 && cwnd=1

Where ssthresh denotes the slow start threshold and cwnd denotes TCP congestion
window.
In the proposed approach, when the retransmitted packet is lost, original packets are
retransmitted immediately upon the receipt of ACK. Thus, the retransmission process is
not restrained by the timeout or RTT elapses.
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4.7 MAC Layer Adaptation
The adaptation refers to the flexibility of a scheme to provide different parameters at
different traffic load conditions and to be able to control congestion in the network. The
use of adaptable MAC layer parameters to enhance the performance of IEEE 802.11e is
presented in [75]. The importance of using adaptive MAC parameters becomes evident
since it offers better performance and adapts the MAC layer to the current network traffic
conditions. MAC layer parameters are tuned based on the network traffic conditions such
as the network load, collision rate, channel utilisation and packet dropping rate, among
others.

Through the use of AIFS based schemes, the AIFS value can be dynamically varied
based on the network traffic condition. Under heavy traffic conditions the AIFS values of
high priority traffic are lowered such that higher priority traffic receives the greater
opportunity. By utilising the contention window (CW), the CWmin or CWmax
parameters are adjusted according to the traffic condition of the networks. The CW based
approach, such as the AIFS, helps to improve the higher priority traffic‟s performance
[76]. CW is tuned based on the network congestion level and still maintains relative
priorities of the traffic flows [77, 78, 79]. Several techniques have been used in
calculating CW; rather than resetting CW to CWmin after each successful transmission,
in [77] CW is changed more slowly in an adaptive manner. The slow adaptation of CW
is a tradeoff between increasing backoff time and attempting a collision followed by the
transmission of the whole packet. In CW adaptation schemes [77], CW is reset to
CW*Multiplication Factor (MF) after a successful transmission, where MF is a
multiplication factor which depends on a number of parameters, for example, the average
collision rate. This slow adaptation of CW reduces collisions and improves the
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performance. The CWmin and CWmax adaptation schemes show that tuning CWmin
gives higher performance than that of CWmax adaptation [78] and [79]. In tuning CW
the dual measurement technique has been applied, which dynamically decreases CW
according to the current traffic state (whether the transmission queue of a particular
priority class is empty or not). This improves the throughput and channel utilisation.

A way of resetting CW in an adaptive manner is discussed in [75]. It is argued that it is
not desirable to reset the contention window to CWmin after each successful
transmission. Instead, with regards to the current CW, it is more preferable to decrease
the CW value at a slower pace by a moderate multiplicator factor (MF) after each
successful transmission. In [80] it is stated that for every successful transmission of a
class i frame, CW (i) is updated as follows:

CWnew[i ] max CW min[i ], CWold [i] MF [i ]

4.5

where the values of MF[i] are determined through the simulation to be
MF [i] min 1

i 2

f avg , 0.8

4.6

and the ƒavg is the frame collision rate estimated using an exponential moving average
algorithm.
Likewise, after each unsuccessful transmission of a frame of class i, the new contention
window of the class is increased by a persistence factor PF (i);

CWnew[i ] min CW max[i] PF [i]

4.7

where the value of PF (i) is set based on different traffic for different classes with a
smaller value being assigned to traffic of high priority.
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The adaptation techniques illustrated in [74-77] enhance the performance of wireless
local area networks. As much as the techniques outperform IEEE 802.11e, they utilise
the UDP as the transport protocol for the transmission of multimedia applications. The
proposed technique seeks to comprehend the impact of TCP on EDCF by utilising
different MAC layer contention parameters according to the different priorities of data
packets to enhance the transmission of the TCP segments.

It has been illustrated in [81] that under heavy traffic conditions, the throughput of the
high priority service decreases due to more access conflict in the network, especially
when the wireless network contains more access nodes. The cause of the access conflict
is examined and a method is proposed that increases the ability, to obtain resources, of a
service with high priority in the network. This is achieved by analysing different
parameters that are suitable to enhance the priority traffic.

4.8 Determining Access Conflict at the MAC Layer
The reason for access conflict in the network is explained as follows: the service
differentiation is achieved by having a different Arbitration-Inter-Frame-Space (AIFS)
and Contention Window (CW) for each type of traffic. The higher priority ACs possess
lower AIFS and CW values while the lower priority ACs have higher AIFS and CW
values. This signifies that packets arranged in the queue of AC with lower values obtain
high priority service. High priority services outperform lower priority services when
there are few access nodes, but as the number of access nodes is increased in the
network, the throughput of the high priority service tends to decrease. This occurs as a
result of a greater increase of the access conflict in the network, especially when the
wireless network has more access nodes.
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When considering TCP control segments in the MAC layer, the control segments are
mapped in a queue relating to the high priority class, which possesses a smaller
contention window and AIFS in order to obtain high priority service.

However,

observations indicate that with the increases of demands for access service, the ability to
obtain the network resource of service with high priority is reduced. This is due to
smaller contention windows and time of interval frames which promote the problem of
access conflict. As demonstrated in [82], such a smaller parameter does not help to gain
network resources, but causes greater access conflict, especially under heavy traffic load
on a single AP WLAN.

In [80], the importance of the adaptation of MAC parameters is discussed; when there is
access conflict of high priority AC, the MAC parameters AIFS and CW are increased.
This minimises the competition for the service with high priority. A similar approach is
employed in the proposed scheme to enhance the TCP control segment traffic.

The contention window mechanism employed has proved to be very effective in
simulations. However, with the use of fixed CWmin, the original algorithm ignores the
possibility that the number of active contending stations alters dynamically over time,
which leads to dynamically changing contention intensity. When there are many active
stations, selecting small CWmin leads to excessive collisions and backoffs; on the other
hand, when there are few active stations, high CWmin leads to unnecessary idle airtime
during which no station attempts to transmit [83]. In either case, the channel is not
utilised efficiently. Based on this, an adaptive contention window adjustment algorithm
with window size adjusted to reflect the number of active stations in the WLAN is
employed. Adaptive window adjustment algorithms that differ from 802.11 WLAN
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standards have been proposed in [84], [85] and [86]. However, these methods exhibit a
number of shortcomings: they are only effective with a large number of stations, require
accurate active on-line measurement of a number of active stations, and the collaboration
between the different layers has not been considered.
To overcome the problems in the legacy 802.11 and other enhancement algorithms, an
adaptive contention window algorithm that collaborates with the upper layer is proposed.
As will be demonstrated, the algorithm is tested with various numbers of stations. During
the transmission process of data packets, different conditions in wireless media are
considered: the time used to send a data packet, the idle time during the process of
sending data, the collision time during transmission period, and the time during the
successful transmission of a packet.
Inefficiency in a WLAN environment is determined if:
i.

The current contention window is large compared to current wireless media load
and thus causes unnecessary backoff delay. In relation to this, the ratio between
the time during collision and idle time is proved to be less than optimal.

ii.

The current contention window is too small compared to the current media load
on the network; thus the successful transmission of data frames experiences
frequent collision. Under this condition, the contention window of stations that
encounter collision will remain at a very high level during a certain period of
time while most stations will have less opportunity to obtain access to the
wireless medium. When the channel is too busy, the ratio between collision time
and idle time is automatically greater than optimal.

To control these problems, the control ratio between the collision time and idle time is
drawn near optimal in order to enhance the maximum throughput of the wireless LAN.
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4.9 The MAC Adaptation Algorithm
To be able to improve the performance of TCP applications by using prioritising and
adaptation capabilities provided in the MAC layer, the TCP control segment is given
priority to ensure TCP transmission is enhanced and, with an increase of the load in the
network, parameter adaptation is proposed in order to manage access conflict there. The
proposed PAD_EDCF prioritises and adapts the TCP segment to gain more access
opportunities and therefore, the transmission time of the TCP control segment under the
heavy load condition is minimised. The method adopts two main techniques; the backoff
procedure and parameter control for which the purpose is to provide efficient QoS.
The methods employ a dynamic process to adapt MAC parameters; CW and AIFS, based
on the network traffic condition determined by the backoff rate; and the threshold as
shown in Figure 4-4. Further operation of PAD_EDCF is depicted in the flowchart that
follows.
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Figure 4-3: Flow Chart Describing the Adaptation Mechanism
While considering the characteristics of the TCP control segment and MAC contention
parameters, it is intuitive that according low parameter (CWmin, CWmax, AIFS) values
to the TCP control segment results in a higher number of transmissions for that particular
AC. The size of the CW controls congestion in the network. Higher CW results in access
conflict when the network traffic load is heavy. After each successful transmission,
EDCF and DCF reset CW to CWmin; however, CW is increased when a collision
occurs.
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The proposed PAD_EDCF technique dynamically increases the transmission probability
when the channel is less congested by reducing the contention window and increasing
the contention window when the channel is more congested. Unlike the EDCF scheme
for a wireless network, where the CWmin and CWmax values are statically set for each
priority level with different arbitrary inter frame space (AIFS) and backoff counter (BC),
the BC of the MAC restarts after the defer time wait contention whenever there is access
conflict. Typically, the number of times a backoff counter BC restarts depends on the
congestion level of the wireless channel; an increase in access conflict leads to an
increase in the number of times the backoff counter restarts.

In order to be adaptive to the network load, Backoff-slot_time is introduced. Each
process derives its timer value and adjusts its initial contention window CW separately
according to the collision time during the transmission period. The sender adjusts the
contention window according to the current time value and uses the transmitted data
packet to piggy-back the tuned contention window CWmin to refresh the process. When
the contention window value is double the minimum contention window (CWmin), the
length of the period is defined as slot_time.

A counter is defined to count the number of times that the timer is in the desired range
where Cssth is the threshold which triggers the counter change. If (timer>timeri+Cssth),
the counter is increased by one; else if (timer<timeri+Cssth), the counter is decreased by
one. Whenever the counter exceeds the predefined value countermax, modification of
the contention window is triggered. When the contention window value is refreshed, it
clears its collision time and idle time to prepare for the next turn of the transmission and
timer control.
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MAC Adaptive algorithm:
if (
//

+

)counter = counter+1;

is the threshold that provoke the counter change

if (

i++

)counter = counter-1;

//counter count forward or backward according to backoff counter
if (time< slot_time)time =time+1
count transmission time
else {
time=0
//Broadcast the new initial window CWcurr
if (counter > max_counter) {
Counter=0;
CWcurr=(CWcurr+1)*2-1;
}
else if(counter<Max_counter)
Counter=0;
CWcurr=(CWcurr+1)/2-1;
else
(CWcurr=CWmin);
If( CWcurr ≥ CWmax)
If(CWcurr≤ CWmin)

The counter plays the role of the threshold for distinguishing the contention intensity of
the wireless channel. The CW was first defined based on an initial contention window
size in 802.11.

When a collision occurs, as in the legacy 802.11, the contention window is doubled. This
differs from the proposed algorithm in that if the doubled value is still below CWcurr,
the CW is adopted. The reason for this is to escape the critical area below CWcurr where
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the CW is small and to reduce probability of collision. Ideally, the CW below the
CWcurr is used only when the number of active stations is small.
When the counter is greater than the Max_counter, it is assumed that the CW is large,
hence the need to reduce the CW size. This occurs as a result of fewer access conflicts in
the channel, which leads to idleness in the network. The reduction of the CW implies that
the correlated parameters of the applied class are also decreased. When the counter is
greater than the Max_counter, the access conflict occurs frequently, hence the need for
multiple increases of the CW, which result in the correlated parameter of the class being
used correspondingly increasing. Whenever a packet is successfully transmitted, if
CWcurr is less or equal to CW, then instead of going back to the initial CW size
immediately, the CW is halved but bounded by CWmin.

When CWcurr is less or equal to CWmin after a successful transmission, the CW is
maintained. A smaller CW yields better performance when there are fewer numbers of
stations in the network. The intention of the reduction is to keep the CW within a small
region as long as possible – reducing the CW too quickly will cause collisions to occur
sooner, which in turn would have caused the CW to be increased. The reduction
procedure is stopped when the CW reaches its minimum value, CWmin. The CW is
typically set to be close to the initial window size. Allowing contention window to be
minimum is based on the observation that in light contention cases (when there are only
one or two active stations) it is not necessary to wait for an average of ((CWcurr-1)/2)
time slots before transmission attempts. Only many consecutive successful transmissions
can reduce the CW to the minimum value CWmin.
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Conclusion

In this chapter, the design of the proposed adaptive scheme was presented. The
advantages were put forward and the strengths of cooperation using TCP and MAC were
demonstrated. It was noted that the negative effects of the IEEE 802.11e on TCP
performance in WLANs are due to high priority being given to delay sensitive
applications while the best effort traffic is starved. The proposed scheme, PAD_EDCF,
improves EDCF by reducing the starvation of low priority TCP traffic in WLANs. In
brief, the differentiation of control packets from best-effort data packets at the transport
layer and by assigning different a priority to them at the MAC level, enhances the packet
transmission over wireless networks.
The chapter also furnished an overview of adjusting different parameters, depending on
the channel traffic conditions. The adjustment solution is dynamic since it employs an
adaptive method to set contention parameters, which are regulated based on access
conflict in the channel. The proposed method can significantly decrease the access
conflict rate, hence the total system throughput and channel utilisation also increase.
Moreover, the starvation of low priority traffic is reduced, since PAD_EDCF elevates the
throughput of lower priority traffic by reducing the size of the MAC parameters under
light traffic load.

More information about the algorithm is provided in the next chapter with regards to the
implementation and validation.
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5. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED MECHANISM
5.1 Introduction
In chapter 4, an algorithm for the adaptable scheme was developed. In order to evaluate
the scheme‟s characteristics, an implementation stage is necessary. In this chapter,
implementation details of the proposed algorithm are presented and discussed.

WLAN networks are dynamic networks which are populated by mobile and stationary
nodes. WLAN networks may consist of routers, switches, servers and stations such as
laptops, PDAs and mobile phones.

These devices feature IEEE 802.11 network

interfaces and other existing standards that are used for communication.

During

implementation, a hardware test-bed utilising these devices presents the most realistic
way of testing an algorithm. However, due to the high costs associated with setting up
such test-beds and their inflexibility, conducting experiments in these networks is more
easily achievable through simulations. Simulation offers a relatively fast and inexpensive
way of evaluating the performance of a new system. In this dissertation, the simulation
approach has been adopted for the validation of the algorithm.

5.2

Network Simulation Tools

Several tools have been proposed for wireless/wired network simulations. Examples
include OMNet [87], ns-2 [88], J-Sim [89], QualNet [90], GloMoSim [91] and OPNet
[92], among others. Although each simulation tool has its pros and cons, the choice of a
simulation tool is often based on the suitability and fitness of the tool. In this work, all
the simulations for network performance characterisation are performed using the
discrete event simulator OPNET Modeler version 14.5 [93].
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OPNET Modeler is one of the industry‟s leading simulators, specialised for the purpose
of network research and development. Developed by OPNET Technologies [94],
OPNET provides a rich library of models for implementing both wired and wireless
simulation scenarios. It assists with the testing and design of communications protocols
and networks. OPNET also provides a graphical editor interface to build models for
various network entities from physical layer modulators to application processes. The
components are modelled in an object-oriented approach which allows naturally easy
mapping of any kind of system.

OPNET is widely used by both commercial and

academic research communities.

5.3

Modelling using OPNET

OPNET consists of a high level user interface, which is constructed from C and C++
source code blocks with an extensive library of OPNET specific functions. OPNET
Modeler uses an object-oriented approach for the development of models and simulation
scenarios. The models can be identified as a CLASS, which can be reused a number of
times in simulation by creating different instantiations, in the same manner as applying
objects in object-oriented programming language. Besides allowing the creation of
multiple instances, OPNET allows users to extend the functionality of basic models
already available as part of the model library. By defining values of the attributes of the
basic model, users can develop customised models following particular standards or
vendor specifications.

OPNET provides a comprehensive development environment for the modelling and
performance evaluation of communication networks and distributed systems [95]. The
package consists of a number of tools, each focusing on particular aspects of the
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modelling task. The tools can be classified into three major categories that correspond
with the three phases of modelling and simulation projects: Specification, Data
Collection and Simulation, and Analysis, as illustrated in Figure 5.1 [96].

Re-Specification

Data collection and
simulation

Initial
Specification

Analysis

Figure 5-1: Simulation Project Cycle

OPNET Models are structured hierarchically with specialised editors at different levels
of the hierarchy [96]. This provides a natural modelling environment and also permits
the re-use of lower level models. The three different simulation models‟ levels are
categorised as: the simulation network, node models and process models. The top level
refers to the simulation scenario or simulation network, while node models at the second
level in the hierarchy provide an organised set of modules describing the various
functions. At the lowest level in the hierarchy is the process model. The Network, Node,
and Process modeling environments are sometimes referred to as the modelling domains
of OPNET, as they span all the hierarchical levels of the model. Figure 5.2 illustrates the
different simulation model levels [96].
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Network

Node
Module
Process

External
system
definition

Figure 5-2: Simulation model levels
5.3.1 Network Module
At the top level domain, a description of objects contained in the system is provided. The
network model specifies the overall scope of the system to be simulated as well as the
physical locations, interconnection and configurations. It defines the network layout, the
nodes and the configuration of the attributes of the scenario.

5.3.2 Node Model
The node model specifies the internal structure of a network node and consists of an
organised set of modules describing various functions of the node, which are either fixed,
mobile or satellite.

The node model provides for the modelling of communication

devices that are deployed and interconnected at the network level. The models that are
developed using the node editor are expressed in terms of smaller building blocks called
modules. The modules are information sources, sinks, and processors that performs
predefined behaviour.
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5.3.3 Process Model
Process models are used to specify the behaviour of a processor and a queue module
which exists in the node model. Process models consist of finite state machines (FSMs),
definitions of model functions and the process interface that defines the parameters for
interfacing with other process models and configuring attributes. OPNET‟s process level
expresses process models in a language called Proto-C, which is specifically designed to
support the development of protocols and algorithms. Proto-C is based on a combination
of state transition diagrams (STDs), a library of high-level commands known as Kernel
Procedures, and general facilities of C or C++ programming language. A process
model‟s STD defines the set of primary modes or states that the process can enter and,
for each state, the conditions that would cause the process to move to another state. The
condition needed for a particular change in state to occur and the associated destination
states are called a transition. Figure 5-4, shows the network, node, process and functions
modules.
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Network, Node, process and tcp_manager_v3.function

Figure 5-3: OPNET Hierarchy

5.4

Modifications in OPNET

In the implementation of the proposed algorithm, modification at the TCP and MAC
layers is necessary. The object palette wireless_lan_adv technology is used: one should
note that the model is chosen to be the wlan_workstation_adv because of its protocol
stacks which provide greater flexibility than the wlan_station_adv.

5.4.1 The TCP Layer
The modification is carried out on the node and process model of the TCP which consists
of the parent process model tcp_manager-v3 and the child process model tcp_conn_v3.
The tcp_manager_v3 is the manager of the entire TCP process. On the one hand, it
controls a set of TCP connections and starts the tcp_conn_v3 process for each new
request for establishing a TCP connection while on the other hand, the tcp_conn_v3
process controls an individual TCP connection and manages the parameters of the
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connection. Modifications are made to the following files in the function block:
tcp_ctrl_check(), tcp_seg_send() and tcp_cwnd_update().

This function tcp_ctrl_check(), checks the control bit of the received segment. The
check is used in the following states: ESTABLISHED, FIN-WAIT-1, FIN-WAIT-2,
CLOSE-WAIT, CLOSING, LAST-ACK, and TIME-WAIT. In all of these states, if an
in-sequence control is a valid packet, the connection should immediately be aborted, or
else returns 1 if acceptable (CTRL), otherwise returning 0, as illustrated below:
Static int
tcp_CTRL_check (TcpT_Seg_Fields* fd_ptr)
{
………
FIN (tcp_CTRL_check ());
if (ev_ptr->flags & TCPC_FLAG_CTRL)
{
if (irs != fd_ptr->seq_num)
{
…………………
ev_ptr->event = TCPC_EV_ABORT_NO_RST;
FRET (0);
}
ev_ptr->flags &= ~TCPC_FLAG_CTRL;
…………………………..
}
FRET (1);
}

Figure 5-4: A code portion for Control Bit
In the tcp_conn_v3, the tcp_seg_send() function is modified to be used to check whether
the type of segment is a control packet or a data packet. The control packets are
classified and marked; then forwarded to the lower level. Tcp_cwnd_update() function
is used to increment cwnd during the slow start and congestion avoidance phases. The
function is modified to be able to regulate the size of the congestion window in the TCP
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layer based on the ACKs received from the receiver. This function is called for the first
ACK for new data after Fast Retransmit. Fast Recovery is also used in the recovery
phase during which cwnd is set back to ssthresh. The tcp_timeout_retrans() function is
used for retransmitting segments when the RTO timer expires after no ACK has been
received. Portions of the listings code are provided in Appendix A.

In the tcp_conn_v3 process model, the tcp_ack_check function is used to determine
whether a packet is a true duplicate; otherwise, the congestion control mechanisms are
bypassed and the tcp_timeout_retrans function is called. This function retransmits the
segment; after the segment is sent, it restores the value of the next segment to be sent.
The congestion window is restored to the state it was in before the function was called,
thereby bypassing the congestion control mechanisms. The tcp_seg_sup header file and
C file are modified to add fields to the TCP header in order to track the status of the link
and functions to set values of these fields. This information is passed to and from the
Internet Protocol (IP) layer by modifying existing Interface Control Information (ICI)
formats to account for this information. When a packet arrives, the ip_rte_central_cpu
process model uses information about the state of the channel and information in the ICI,
which is passed back to TCP where it is used to control congestion. OPNET checks the
state of the link by using built-in-functions to determine the status of packets.

The TCP_state_ent function is modified to be used for the establishment of a connection
and to set the maximum retransmission attempts and the retransmission interval to match
the values used in the ESTAB state as follows:

max_retrans_attempts =

max_data_retrans_attempts; max_retrans_interval = max_data_retrans_interval.
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5.4.2 The MAC Layer
The OPNET 14.5 MAC layer implements the IEEE 802.11e extended distributed
coordination function (EDCF). In the wlan_mac process model, the functions are
modified in wlan_mac.function block. The function wlan_mac_sv_init() initiates CW,
AIFS and other WLAN parameters. The ToS ICI information is set based on the packet
information from the higher layer and its attribute promoted in Node interfaces with a
default value being the best effort.

To be able to prioritise different packets, the function wlan_higher_layer _data_arrival
(void) was modified. It is used to start the processing of the higher layer data packet and
queue if the packet is accepted and if there is sufficient space in the higher layer data
buffer. By doing this, the different types of packets are sorted, depending on the sizes
and priority.

The condition hld_pkptr = op_pk_get (instrm_from_mac_if) is used to get a packet from
the incoming stream from the higher layer and obtain the packet size.
The condition data_size = op_pk_total_size_get (hld_pkptr) determines the size of the
packet arriving from the higher layer after which the packet is inserted in the queue using
the command: wlan_hlpk_enqueue (hld_pkptr, dest_addr, my_address, protocol_type,
data_size, polling). The modifications of the functions are provided in the listing in
Appendix A.

The on-off process model of the source is configured as a constant bit rate. Each source
generates packets with a TCP-Packet format that has a traffic category field which adopts
the process model‟s category attributes value in the initial state. In the queue model,
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control packets are identified and inserted in the access category with the highest priority
(i.e. having the shortest contention window). In EDCF, there are four backoff entities
that are controlled by the parameters set. When the FSM of the process wlan_lan_mac is
in Defer state, it schedules self-interrupts for every AC that has traffic to transmit. The
wlanC_Deference_Off[AC] interrupt code indicates which AIFSD has elapsed. The
transition between states BACKOFF and BKOFF_NEEDED is needed in order to
schedule interrupts with wlacC_Backoff_elapsed_[AC]) when AIFSD has been
corrupted. Every backoff entity performs a backoff process after detecting that the radio
channel is busy and the defer time has ended; thereafter, the CW is defined according to
the parameters CW_min [AC] and CW_max[AC].

Figure 5-5: wlan-mac process model
In the BKOFF_NEEDED the function is modified so that if the retry count is set to 0,
then the maximum backoff slots are set to min window size. In this condition, a
uniformly distributed random integer is obtained between 0 and the minimum contention
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window size and the number of slots is scaled according to the number of
retransmissions, as portrayed in the listing provided in Appendix A.

The states ad_check and ad_satisfied condition are inserted into the process model. The
state and conditions: IDLE, DEFER, BACKOFF_NEEDED, BACKOFF and
TRANSMIT are modified. The utilisation, busy time and counter are set in the
BKOFF_NEEDED state. In backoff states the random number of time slots to backoff
according to the backoff process is computed. A timer in the form of a self interrupt is
set to mark the end of the backoff period: when the backoff period elapses, the process
model is moved to a wait state or to a block state, depending on the values of the counter
variable. The state is used when self interrupt occurs. The process model generates
packets and schedules self interrupts at the generation time of the next packet. In the
Defer state, a random number of slot times to defer is computed. After the defer period
elapses, the process model is either moved to the Wait state or to the Block state
depending on the values of the counter variable.

In the idle state, the machine waits for an incoming event. The event can either constitute
incoming packets from a source module, or a feedback interrupt from the MAC process
to inform it of successful transmission, or that it is ready to send the next packet to the
MAC layer to contend with other stations for the radio channel. In the backoff state, the
system observes the channel and keeps track of the backoff time and busy time of the
channel.

5.5

Conclusion

This chapter outlined details of modifications executed in OPNET to implement the
prioritisation of TCP packets and adaptation algorithm (TCP with adaptive MAC). The
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proposed algorithm was made up of TCP control packets and parameter adaptation
components. The implementations were carried out using Proto-C. Among the modules
modified in the process, was the TCP control packets subsystem to check the type of
service allocated to the TCP control packets. The algorithm also uses information
gathered from the IP with regards to the state of the network to determine whether a
packet was a data packet or a control packet.

The parameter adaptation capability was implemented by modifying the MAC sub-layer
so as to be able to regulate the CW based on traffic flow and to optimise control
segments. The modification performed on the wlan_mac process model in the
BACKOFF_NEEDED and BACKOFF states. The next chapter focuses on the results
and discussions of the simulation experiments to verify the validity of the proposed
modules.
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CHAPTER 6
6. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 5, the modifications required in OPNET to implement the proposed algorithm
were examined. To evaluate and validate the performance of the proposed algorithm, this
chapter presents the simulation study carried out to evaluate the proposed cross-layer adaptive
algorithm. In this simulation, the 802.11 MAC layer and transport layer modules are both
considered to model the proposed cross-layer functionalities.

6.2 Simulation Setting
The simulations were carried out using the OPNET simulator (version 14.5) which was
configured on a desktop machine running on the Windows-XP platform. The machine had the
following specifications: a 3GHz processor, an 80GB HDD, and 1 GB of RAM.

The

supported network configuration is an Extended Service Set (ESS) where workstations
communicate with each other and with the nodes outside their LAN through the access point.
The Local Area Network (LAN) is extended using an 802.11 WLAN Ethernet router that
forms a WLAN together with Mobile Hosts (MHs). The simulation commenced by
considering the network model shown in Figure 6.1
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Figure 6-1: Simulation Setup Scenario
Simulations were performed to evaluate the performance of TCP Applications. TCP
NewReno was used over a wired-wireless network topology, where the wireless portion of the
network is an IEEE 802.11 infrastructure-mode WLAN as depicted in Figure 6.1. Access
Point is used as a link between the wired domains with the WLANs. Selected TCP New Reno
and WLAN parameter values are provided in Tables 6.1.

The Application and Profile Configuration nodes are configured to generate FTP, HTTP and
Video applications. These applications are configured to utilise some of the services in
parallel in order to render the network analysis more realistic and to show that the proposed
scheme can be implemented in any WLAN devices. The servers are assumed to be in the
wired domain of the network, configured as application servers, that exist somewhere in the
Internet, supporting HTTP, FTP and Video services. The servers are connected to the WLAN
router through switches using the 100baseT point-to-point link model.
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The WLAN consists of wireless clients configured to request a specific service from the
server. Some clients were configured to download files using the FTP service. The other
clients were configured to make constant HTTP webpage requests to the server. The clients
were operating simultaneously at all times. For the purposes of simulation, both WLAN
clients remained stationary at all times. The WLAN technology chosen was the IEEE 802.11g
standard, the enhanced version of 802.11b, which is widely used today.

Since HTTP and FTP both use TCP as their transport protocol, this was an ideal way of
evaluating TCP behaviour. For TCP settings, we used a Maximum Segment Size (MSS) for
TCP segments of 1460 Bytes. Fragmentation of TCP segments at the BS was disabled, as was
the optional RTS/CTS feature offered by the 802.11 standard. Modified TCP New Reno with
the default parameters is used in all the simulation scenarios.

Table 6-1: Selected TCP New Reno Parameter values
Maximum Segment Size (MSS)

1460 bytes

Received Buffer (bytes)

8760

Delayed ACK Mechanism

Segment/Clock Based

Maximum ACK Delay (sec)

0.200

Maximum ACK Segments

2

Slow-start initial Count (MSS)

2 MSS

Fast Retransmit

Enabled

Fast Recovery

New Reno

Initial RTO

3.0 seconds

RTT Gain

0.125

Deviation Gain

0.25

RTT Deviation Coefficient

4.0
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To gain better insight into how AIFS values affect the QoS differentiation, the model
designed considered only three traffic classes, so as to differentiate low priority traffic from
high priority traffic. However, in the case of more traffic classes, the simulation model can be
easily extended,
To facilitate the analysis, the following assumptions were made:
i.

All packets are of the same size.

ii.

All stations always have a packet ready for transmission during simulation time.

6.3 Inter-operability support
The nodes of the wireless LANs are modeled to have IEEE 802.11g and 802.11e functionality
enabled with RTS\CTS signal disabled. Based on the popularity of IEEE 802.11b, 802.11g
was chosen for this study. The 802.11g technology provides optional data rates of up to 54
Mbps with backward compatibility with 802.11b devices possible. This protects the
substantial investments laid down in the existing WLAN infrastructure [97]. A summary of
the MAC and PHY layer settings for wireless nodes is provided in Table 6.2.

Table 6-2: Selected parameters for MAC and Physical layers
Simulation parameters

802.11

802.11g

CWmin

32

16

CWmax

1024

1024

Slot time

50 μs

9 μs

SIFS

28 μs

16 μs

DIFS

128 μs

28 μs

PHYhdr

128 bits

192 bits

Max Propagation Delay

2ms

0.5 μs

Data Rate

11Mbps

54Mbps

Basic data rate

1Mbps

6 Mbps
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The nodes implement the 802.11g standard which employs mandatory and optional
components. The standard not only specifies OFDM (the same technology used in 802.11a)
and CCK as the mandatory modulation schemes with 24 Mbps as the maximum mandatory
data rate, but also provides for optional higher data rates of 36, 48, and 54 Mbps.

6.4 Traffic Generation
The network traffic consists of a mixture of best effort and delay sensitive traffic. The traffic
generated by the system comprises TCP and UDP segments. In order to increase the
contention rate in the wireless link, video applications accessing the CBR server are used; the
nodes produce UDP streams with high priority access. To ensure continuity of TCP traffic
generation, long lived FTP file transfers are used to simulate TCP traffic. TCP connections in
which clients download or upload a file to/from a fixed server are established. Data packets
stemming from FTP Servers are sent to MHs through the access point using a uniform
probability distribution. HTTP applications are also considered, and the availability of the
HTTP traffic in this case was measured using the HTTP average page response time.

Other simulation settings for workstations include BSSID identifier set to one (1) and access
point functionality disabled in all the wireless stations. The physical layer characteristic is set
to extended rate PHY (802.11g) with a data rate of 24 Mbps.

The data transfer was performed for over a 600 s time interval. The time chosen was long
enough to allow the simulation to stabilise. To achieve good confidence of simulation results,
100 independent experiments (TCP data transfers) were accomplished in all cases studied and
results were averaged. Three different simulation scenarios are considered as described
below:
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Scenario 1: In this scenario, DCF is used. In this scheme all the applications (HTTP, FTP
and Video) have the same probability.

There is no service differentiation for different

applications; equal priority is provided at the MAC level.

Scenario 2: This scenario utilises the EDCF model which responds to the different access
categories (ACs), with the use of AIFS[i] for QSTA (QoS STA). This follows the argument
that if the priority of i is higher than that of j(j<i) (IEEE 802.11d), then
DIFS<=AIFS[i]<AIFS[j]. HTTP, FTP and video conferencing applications are labelled with
different priority services, with HTTP and FTP being sent through the low priority class and
video using the highest priority class.

Scenario 3: This scenario utilises the prioritised adaptive_EDCF (PAD_EDCF) model. The
video application assumes the default setting by still acquiring the highest priority. However,
different ACs are used to transmit TCP control packets and data packets independently. TCP
control segments are channelled to the queue of high priority class, which has a smaller CW
and inter frame space that automatically obtains high priority service. When all TCP control
packets are queued in the high priority class, packets contend for the channel along with other
high priority packets in the access point. Since TCP data packets are pushed into the low
priority queue, the parameters are configured the same as DCF, which cannot influence other
packet transmissions. The ACs are defined in the MAC contention layer for all applications
which use different parameters of backoff counter (BC) with different CWs and arbitrary inter
frame space (AIFS). Table 6.1 exhibits a summary of parameters used for the simulations.
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Table 6-3: Parameters for the Simulations
Parameter

Value

Simulation time

600s

Number of nodes

2 to 32

Node placement

Fixed

Maximum transmission range

100m

Maximum Segment Size (MSS)

1460 bytes

Transmission power (W)

0.005

Transport/Application protocol

UDP(with CBR), TCP(with HTTP
and FTP)
IEEE 802.11g

MAC protocol

6.5 Performance Measurements
To further capture the complexity and validity of the algorithm, simulations are carried out
and results are based on some performance metrics. For TCP, the key performance metrics
are: traffic received TCP delay, end-to-end delay, and throughput. The metrics are defined in
the following subsections:

Average End-to-end Delay
This refers to the time it takes a packet to be successfully delivered from the traffic source to
the application layer of the destination. The average end-to-end delay includes all possible
delays caused by queuing at the interface queue, retransmission delays at Medium Access
Control (MAC) and transfer times. This is the average time taken to transmit a packet from
source to destination. This product is particularly important for protocols such as TCP that
guarantee reliable data delivery since it also indicates the amount of as yet unacknowledged
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data that the sender has to duplicate in the buffer memory in case the receiver requires it to
retransmit a lost packet.

The average end-to-end delay (Avg.delay) is a summation of all the time differences of
recorded packets divided by the number of packets under consideration. The formula below is
used to calculate average end-to-end delay [98].

avg.delay

n
i 1

Ri Si / n

6.1

where Ri and Si are the send time and receive time respectively for packet i and n is the total
number of packets received. The lower average end-to-end delay value, the better the QoS of
the network.

Throughput
This is the ratio of the data packets successfully delivered to the destination to those generated
by the File Transfer Protocol/Constant Bit Rate (FTP/CBR) traffic sources [98]. WLAN
throughput represents the total number of bits (in bits/sec) forwarded from wireless LAN
layer to higher layer in all WLAN nodes of the network.

TCP Delay
TCP Delay is the delay (in seconds) of packets received by the TCP layer for all TCP
connections. It is measured from the time an application data packet is sent from the source
TCP layer to the time it is completely received by the TCP layer in the destination node.

FTP/HTTP Traffic Received
Traffic received refers to the average number of bytes per second forwarded to all FTP/HTTP
applications by the transport layers in the network.
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Packet Loss
Packet losses refer to the proportion of expected packets that are not received. The packet
loss rate is the ratio of the number of lost packets to the total number of packets sent. It is
calculated using the RTP header sequence number [73]. Sent packets and received packets are
calculated based transmission rates. An average of all flows in the same simulation is then
calculated.

Number of Nodes
This is a basic metric in networks. A WLAN, for example, must be flexible to allow for node
addition and removal. The number of nodes has a bearing on the density of the network. If an
area is maintained, then an increase in number of nodes would most definitely result in an
increase in network density.

6.6 Network Simulator Setup
This section presents the simulation scenarios and results obtained to verify the performance
of the proposed adaptation technique. Three main functional performance metrics are used to
evaluate the proposed algorithm: Average traffic received, Throughput, TCP delay and
wireless access delay. The results are compared to those of the legacy 802.11 DCF and the
Enhanced DCF schemes. Terminologies used during the analysis of the simulation results are
defined below:
i.

DCF: It is called the legacy 802.11 standard. It uses the same probability irrespective
of the application being sent. Basically, it provides channel access with equal chances
to all stations contending for channel access.

ii.

EDCF:

This refers to the enhanced distributed coordination function. It makes

provision for service differentiation between different classes of traffic. In this
scheme, TCP segments are given the same priority and transmitted through best effort.
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PAD_EDCF: Refers to prioritised adaptive enhanced distributed coordination
function. In this scheme, TCP control segments are given higher priority, such as
streaming applications, with TCP data being sent as low priority. MAC parameters
are adapted depending on the access conflict of the channel, and in addition the
regulation of the congestion window is based on the ACKs received from the MAC
layer.

The traffic is simulated for varying network scenarios, and the performance of the prioritised
adaptive EDCF algorithm is compared to the performance of DCF and EDCF in a WLAN
environment. The algorithms are tested separately by setting up an identical network topology
where each scheme is run in turn with the same network settings. The network conditions are
then varied by increasing the number of stations and collecting each corresponding individual
scheme‟s statistics. The increase in traffic load is chosen since it offers a better way of
creating congestion in the network when limited resource access conflict in the channel is
experienced. It is observed from the simulation result that increases in the network load
increase delay and reduce traffic delivery and throughput.

6.6.1 Effect of Increasing the Number of Stations
The performance of the network is measured by the overall performance of the application
services running on the network. To evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme in
optimising the TCP performance and fulfilling the QoS requirements of these applications,
three stages are evaluated as follows:
Stage 1:

Evaluate the performance of the FTP application in terms of traffic received.

Stage 2:

Evaluate the performance of the HTTP application in terms of traffic received
and the page response time.
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Evaluate the global end-to-end delay and throughput.

6.6.2 FTP Traffic Received
Evaluating the average bytes per second forwarded to all FTP applications by the transport
layer demonstrates the effectiveness of the scheme employed. Stage 1 assesses the effect of
changing FTP traffic loads on the performance of PAD_EDCF, EDCF and DCF methods.
During simulations, the FTP applications are set with a constant inter-request time of 50ms, a
file size of 50KB, a constant inter-repetition time of 300 seconds, and a uniform start of
between 100 and 110. The simulation is then run for the scenario.
The graph in Figure 6.2 depicts the traffic received in bytes per second.

It is well

demonstrated that a maximum number of nodes exists beyond which any additional node
creates a sudden decrease in traffic reception. The variation of TCP traffic received with a
different number of nodes for the three schemes is illustrated in Figure 6.2. All the schemes
exhibit good performance for a small number of nodes.

traffic received (bytes\sec)

2,500,000
2,000,000
1,500,000

DCF
EDCF

1,000,000

PAD_EDCF

500,000
0
2

4

8

16

32

Number of nodes

Figure 6-2: A summary of FTP Traffic received with increase in nodes
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Figure 6.2 shows that if the number of nodes is less than 4, the performance of the three
approaches is the same; beyond this the effect of each algorithm is evident. This is because
with more nodes in the network, the average traffic increases. This, in effect, increases the
demand for access to the network service which in turn increases access conflict in the
network. Ideally such conflict should result in the limited forwarding of traffic, and therefore,
in less traffic being received. Consequently, an approach that cannot support an increase in
traffic in the channel will produce inferior performance.

The traffic received is based on the average bytes forwarded. By increasing the number of
nodes in a heavily loaded environment, the packets are less likely to arrive at the destination.
For a minimal traffic load, the demand for access service is light and hence packet delivery is
maximised. Even though EDCF performs better than DCF, this performance reduces under a
heavy network load. The prioritisation scheme employed by EDCF enables high priority
services to achieve better performance than low priority services when the number of access
nodes is low. However, with increasing demand for access, the ability to obtain network
resources for services with high priority drops due to access conflict. The parameter values of
EDCF and DCF are also static, which implies that the increase of the parameters is carried out
in accordance with a fixed procedure; hence, the adjustment is either too fast or too slow to
give consideration to the channel status.

PAD_EDCF outperforms EDCF when the number of nodes increases; TCP nodes compete
with more high priority nodes. The introduction of TCP control prioritisation and MAC
adaptation in PAD_EDCF improves the TCP transmission flow; to some extent, for a
maximum number of thirty two (32) nodes it is observed that there is a 10% improvement in
traffic reception.
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6.6.3 HTTP Traffic
Since HTTP traffic comprises a high proportion of TCP traffic in today‟s Internet, it is an
interesting type of traffic to investigate. During the 600s of the simulation, the other hosts
repeatedly transfer small Web documents using HTTP. Figure 6.3 shows the response times
for HTTP web-page downloads, that is, the time taken to completely download and display a
web-page including all its objects (bearing in mind that FTP transfers are also taking place by
other users at the same time).
HTTP.Page Response Time (seconds)
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510
'540
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0

Simulation Time
Figure 6-3: HTTP page response time in seconds

The performance of the HTTP in this case was measured using the HTTP average page
response time illustrated in Figure 6.3. The response time of the browser page is high as
illustrated in the case of PAD_EDCF, with improved response by 0.004 seconds, which
translates to a 20% performance improvement of the HTTP application. This means that the
duration between the time a browser forwarded the request and the time it received the reply
was reduced by 20%.
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The HTTP Traffic received in bytes per second with an increase in the number of nodes from
2 nodes to 32 nodes is illustrated in Figure 6.4. The PAD_EDCF mechanism of TCP improves
traffic reception by approximately 45% compared with EDCF and DCF.
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Figure 6-4: A summary of HTTP Traffic received with increase in nodes

Comparing Figure 6-5 (FTP Traffic received) and Figure 6-5 (HTTP Traffic received), the
results demonstrate that HTTP traffic can sustain a higher performance than FTP traffic. This
could be due to the fact that HTTP traffic carries smaller packets of data, which are likely to
experience less corruption in erroneous channels.

6.6.4 End-to-End Delay Performance
The impact of increased nodes on end-to-end delay for the different mechanisms is
established. In typical wireless networks, traffic delivery for a small number of stations in a
network is steady. However as the number of access stations increases, the network becomes
increasingly congested, allowing only limited access to the channel. In this case, increased
access conflict is experienced in the network. Adjustment is therefore required in the channel
to handle the increase of traffic loaded at the AP.
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The simulation results for end-to-end delay performance are shown in Figure 6.5. Increased
delay is observed when the number of nodes reaches a maximum of 32. The results denote
that end to end delay for adaptable EDCF is much lower compared to DCF and EDCF.
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Figure 6-6: End-to-End delay with 32 nodes

The end-to-end performance graph in Figure 6.5 shows that both DCF and EDCF mode
record higher end-to-end delays than the PAD-EDCF approach.

The enhancement is

attributed to the better utilisation of the channel under both heavy and light traffic through
traffic transmission enhancement and adaptation of the transmission parameters based on
channel load. The demand for access to the channel during heavy traffic load increases, yet
the conventional techniques employed by the MAC layer prolong the time span to gain
channel grant and hence cause access delay in the network. When the number of nodes
accessing the channel grows, an increase of the contention parameter is required to
accommodate the increased demand. As the demand reduces, the contention parameter is
reduced to eliminate channel idleness.
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Figure 6.6 shows the end-to-end delay performance of the proposed adaptation compared with
other schemes for different numbers of stations.
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Figure 6-7: End-to-End delay with increase in nodes

The performance graphs in Figure 6.6 indicate that no technique records better performance
than the other when there are only a few nodes. With approximately 4 nodes, the end-to-end
delay begins to increase, and the differences in delay performance between the three
approaches become more noticeable. The PAD_EDCF scheme consistently maintains the
lowest end-to-end delay throughout. Likewise, the EDCF consistently maintains better
performance than DCF.

The lower performance of DCF is due to lack of service differentiation at the MAC layer,
with EDCF displaying better performance than DCF, since it offers service differentiation.
However, PAD_EDCF exhibits better performance due to its optimal utilisation of the
channel under any traffic conditions.
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6.6.5 Average Throughput
In this experiment, the average WLAN throughput is measured by increasing network traffic.
The throughput in this case can be defined as the total data traffic in bits/sec which is
successfully received and forwarded to the higher layer by the WLAN MAC. The results are
obtained with all schemes from the number of nodes ranging from 2 to 32. With the minimum
of 2 nodes as depicted in Figure 6-7, the difference is not pronounced in low load networks as
all the stations still manage to acquire some share of the network bandwidth.
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Figure 6-8: Average WLAN Throughput in bits per sec with 2 nodes

Figure 6.7 illustrates the average throughput achieved by DCF, EDCF and PAD_EDCF while
using 2 nodes. The graphs indicate that with only a few nodes, the performance of the three
schemes is the same. This is due to the relative availability of the channel; nodes access the
channel without difficulties due to lower access demand.
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As the traffic load of the channel increases to 32 nodes, the demand increases too, such that
access of service becomes increasingly difficult and the difference in performance of the three
schemes becomes more apparent as shown in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6-9: Average WLAN Throughput in bits per sec with 32 nodes

It is observed from Figure 6.8 that during the first 180 seconds of simulation, the throughput
of all DCF, EDCF and PAD_EDCF is almost equal, but over time the throughput of all the
schemes diverges. From the graph analysis of Figure 6-8, one fact which is clearly visible is
that the performance of PAD_EDCF is consistently higher than that of DCF and EDCF.

With an increase in the number of nodes, DCF is shown to perform quite poorly compared to
EDCF and PAD_EDCF. This is because of the service differentiation provided by the two
other schemes. However, below 4 nodes, the performance of the algorithms is almost equal,
as illustrated in Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6-10: Average WLAN throughput in bits per sec for different nodes

Figure 6.9 depicts the average throughput of nodes between 2 nodes and a maximum of 32
nodes. From the simulation results presented, it is realised that throughput in bits per second is
greater with fewer nodes, but, with an increase in the number of nodes in the network,
throughput bits per second drops. Although the difference in throughput is not significant in a
sparsely loaded network, as the load in the network increases, the superior performance of
PAD_EDCF becomes much more apparent. This is due to mitigated access conflict and the
control of MAC parameters which results in improved channel access. Lack of service
differentiation in DCF and static adjustment of parameters in both EDCF and DCF are the
main setback with regards to the two conventional techniques.

6.7 Summary of the Results
To validate the performance of the prioritisation-adaptation technique, simulations were set
up in OPNET 14.5. The comparison of the proposed prioritised adaptive algorithm
(PAD_EDCF) was carried out with those of the DCF and EDCF approaches. By sending
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FTP, HTTP and Video application traffic, the TCP responses were examined in a network
environment with an increasing number of nodes. The simulation results consistently revealed
that the prioritisation-adaptation technique outperforms conventional approaches employed in
terms of increased average throughput, traffic received and reduced end-to-end delay.

6.8

Conclusion

In this chapter, simulation results and discussions were presented based on an infrastructurebased wireless LAN architecture. Three main functional performance metrics were
considered, namely: throughput, average end-to-end delay, and traffic received. A hybrid
wired/wireless scenario was considered in order to analyse the effects of the proposed
algorithm under various WLAN deployment options. A comparison of the delay performance
between the legacy 802.11 DCF scheme, EDCF and PAD_EDCF was conducted with
varying number of nodes on the network. PAD_EDCF performed better than DCF and EDCF
at higher loads of traffic. The throughput was compared with different numbers of nodes up to
a maximum of 32 clients sharing a single AP. Again, the performance of an improvement of
the proposed scheme was more significant at heavy traffic loads than at light traffic loads,
where little or no improvement was observed. Overall, the proposed optimised algorithm was
shown to perform better in all the scenarios, for all the performance metrics. The next and
final chapter presents a discussion and conclusion of the research as a whole, as well as
recommendations for future work.
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CHAPTER 7
7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

7.1 Introduction
This chapter summarises the total research work done so far and the conclusions drawn
from the results obtained. The recommendations for future research work are also briefly
discussed. The improvement of TCP applications in wireless LAN networks in the
communication infrastructure is a critical area of current research. The characteristics of
TCP have not been sufficiently taken into consideration for data transport over WLANs.
Owing to the increased deployment of wireless LANs, the numbers of multimedia
streaming applications are also increasing. As a result of this increase in streaming
applications, the demand for adequate quality of service (QoS) has emerged. Enhanced
Distributed Coordination Function (EDCF) achieves considerable improvement over
Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) in providing QoS guarantees for delay sensitive
applications; however, its performance deteriorates under high load conditions.
Furthermore, low priority traffic is prone to delays in QoS-aware wireless networks. In this
dissertation, the problem was addressed using an enhancement approach to EDCF in
support of TCP-based low priority traffic, without adversely affecting the transmission of
delay-sensitive high priority traffic.

7.2 Statement of Initial Objectives
The main goal of this research is to improve TCP performance general in WLANs:
i.

By assigning a higher priority to TCP control packets and adapting MAC
parameters according to the traffic load.

ii.

Enhancing performance is necessary since most of the traffic in the Internet uses
TCP.
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Through the prioritisation of control packets, the probability of transmission for the
TCP control packets is maximised.

iv.

Since TCP segments rely on acknowledgment for packet transmission to continue
improving the process of acknowledgments means boosting the overall TCP
performance and hence achieving better TCP throughput.

v.

Adaptation of the TCP data was also essential to enhance better channel utilisation
and to reduce access conflict, especially when there is heavy load traffic.

vi.

The proposed algorithm also had to be validated through a simulation study in
OPNET 14.5, in order to exhibit the benefits of the algorithm.

7.3 Summary of Achievements
Based on the objectives of this study, which was to enhance theTCP performance in IEEE
802.11e EDCF based WLANs; a prioritised adaptive algorithm was proposed and
implemented using OPNET 14.5
The algorithm was implemented in different phases:
i.

TCP control segments are differentiated from best effort traffic by assigning them a
different type of service (ToS) at the transport layer as they are about to be sent to
the lower layer.

ii.

At the MAC level, a higher traffic queue was used for the control packets. The
main aim was to allow the TCP control packet priority to the medium. The TCP
control packets use a high access category so as to enhance the connection and
acknowledgment rate, resulting in the improvement of the overall TCP
transmission performance.
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The parameter adaptation was introduced at the MAC sub-layer by adjusting the
contention window based on the traffic load of the network. This was to reduce
access conflict during high traffic load.

iv.

The retransmission and congestion window at the TCP layer was monitored.

By means of simulations, it was shown that the proposed enhanced algorithm has better
performance in terms of TCP performance on 802.11e WLANs. The proposed algorithm
improves the TCP packet delivery, average throughput and reduces both end-to-end delay
and TCP delay.

7.4 Benefits of the Study
While the number of delay-sensitive applications that demand QoS is increasing on the
Internet, a significantly large portion still consists of TCP based applications such as email, FTP and HTTP. QoS mechanisms generally have a negative effect on TCP
performance in the presence of high priority traffic. Due to the increase of delay-sensitive
applications and greater utilisation of QoS mechanisms, it is becoming important to
improve TCP performance in such scenarios. The research in this dissertation goes a long
way towards enhancing TCP performance in QoS-aware networks.

The attainments realised, such as improved traffic reception, global throughput, reduced
end-to-end delay and TCP delay, may be advantageous to users, especially where heavy
traffic is experienced and all the more so where streaming applications are employed more
often. The proposed enhancement is also intended to satisfy the needs of the majority of
users who rely on TCP based applications on the Internet. Another benefit of the proposed
enhancement scheme is better utilization of the already existing limited bandwidth.
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7.5 Recommendations for Future Study
This project has opened up several areas for potential future study.
i.

In this dissertation, the HTTP/FTP and traffic was used for network simulation.
However, networks can have a number of types of TCP traffic, such as email,
download for multimedia applications, etc. It is also necessary to determine how
the other applications would perform.

ii.

Adapting more parameters using varied packet sizes and the behaviour of TCP over
ad hoc network should be an area of interest for future research.

iii.

It would be of great interest to compare the proposed scheme with other schemes
like, an interlayer collaboration protocol for TCP (ILC_TCP), Improved EDCA
(IEDCA), Enhanced TCP (E_TCP) among others.

iv.

Due to time and economic constraints, this work validated the proposed algorithm
using simulations. It would be appropriate to consider evaluating the proposed
model on a real-test bed to further explore its viability.

7.6

Conclusions

In this study, the poor performance of TCP in WLANs was exposed and the increase in
multimedia traffic that has led to a demand for adequate QoS was discussed. The negative
effect of IEEE 802.11e EDCF service differentiation on TCP performance in WLANs, due
to the fact that high priority is given to delay-sensitive applications while the best effort
traffic is starved, is discussed.

A TCP friendly scheme called prioritised adaptive

enhanced distributed coordination function (PAD_EDCF) is proposed to enhance IEEE
802.11e EDCF by reducing the delay of low priority TCP traffic in the presence of high
priority traffic. The TCP control packets are assigned a different type of service and
channelled through a higher prioritised access category utilised by streaming applications.
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This guarantees that the successfully transmitted TCP segments are acknowledged
instantly. Furthermore, this ensures that the amount of TCP traffic transmitted is regulated
by the transport layer and not the MAC layer. This study also demonstrated that
implementing parameter adaptation at the MAC level can improve traffic flow
considerably during heavy load. The adaptation approach was based on the realisation that
when the network is overloaded by high priority applications, the demand for the channel
increases, which in turn increases access conflict.

Through simulation based performance studies, it is shown that PAD_EDCF outperforms
EDCF and DCF in delivering TCP traffic. The better performance of delay sensitive
applications is not affected since only TCP control packets are prioritised.

The simulation results demonstrated a better performance of the proposed scheme in terms
of improved end-to-end delay, throughput and traffic received. The results of this study
provide a way in which potential prioritisation of TCP control packets and adaptation of
MAC parameters can be evaluated for the purposes of improving TCP performance in
wireless local area networks (WLANs).
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APPENDIX A: Algorithms
Modification done to tcp_ack_check function:
if (dup_ack_cnt < tcp_parameter_ptr->fr_dup_ack_thresh)
{
dup_ack_cnt = 0;
else
{
if (tcp_seq_gt (snd_max, snd_una))
{
dup_ack_cnt++;
if (tcp_trace_active || tcp_extns_trace_active)
{
sprintf (str0, "TCP received consecutive duplicate ACK number %d.",
dup_ack_cnt);
op_prg_odb_print_major (str0, OPC_NIL);
}
tcp_sack_processing (ev_ptr->pk_ptr);
if ((dup_ack_cnt) >3 )&& tcp_mod_support())
{
tcp_mod_retransmit ()
}
else
{
tcp_frfr_processing (fd_ptr);
MAC backoff modification function
{
if (backoff_slots == BACKOFF_SLOTS_UNSET)
{
.
.
if (short_retry_count + long_retry_count == 0 || wlan_flags->perform_cw ==
OPC_TRUE)
{
max_backoff = cw_min;
}
else
{
max_backoff = max_backoff * 2 + 1;
}
if (max_backoff > cw_max)
{
max_backoff = cw_max;
}
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backoff_slots = floor (op_dist_uniform (max_backoff + 1));
}
intrpt_time = (current_time + backoff_slots * slot_time);
if (wlan_flags->perform_cw == OPC_TRUE)
backoff_elapsed_evh = op_intrpt_schedule_self (intrpt_time,
WlanC_CW_Elapsed);
else
backoff_elapsed_evh = op_intrpt_schedule_self (intrpt_time,
WlanC_Backoff_Elapsed);
op_stat_write (backoff_slots_handle, backoff_slots);
}

tcp-cwnd_update Function
static void
tcp_cwnd_update (TcpT_Size acked_bytes)
{
TcpT_Size
cwnd_old;
……………………..
.
/* Record the congestion window.
tcp_cwnd_stat_update ();

*/

FOUT;
}
else if (tcp_seq_ge (snd_una, snd_recover) &&
tcp_seq_lt ((snd_una - acked_bytes), snd_recover))
{
……………………
cwnd = MIN(ssthresh, snd_max - snd_una + snd_mss);
}
}
…………………...
dup_ack_cnt >= tcp_parameter_ptr->fr_dup_ack_thresh)
{
cwnd = ssthresh;
}

Packet queuing
static void
wlan_higher_layer_data_arrival (void)
{
Packet*
OpT_Packet_Size
OpT_Int64
int
Ici*

hld_pkptr;
data_size, frag_size;
dest_addr;
protocol_type;
ici_ptr;
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Boolean

polling;

/** Start the processing of the higher layer data packet and **/
/** queue it if the packet is accepted and there is sufficient **/
/** space in the higher layer data buffer.
**/
FIN (wlan_higher_layer_data_arrival (void));
/* Get packet from the incoming stream from higher layer and
/* obtain the packet size
*/
hld_pkptr = op_pk_get (instrm_from_mac_if);
/* If we are in a bridge/switch node, then we don't accept any
/* higher layer packet unless we are AP enabled.
if ((wlan_flags->bridge_flag == OPC_TRUE) && (ap_flag ==
OPC_BOOLINT_DISABLED))
{
op_pk_destroy (hld_pkptr);
FOUT;
}

*/

*/
*/

/* Read ICI parameters at the stream interrupt.
*/
ici_ptr = op_intrpt_ici ();
/* Retrieve destination address from the ICI set by the
*/
/* interface layer.
*/
if (ici_ptr == OPC_NIL || op_ici_attr_get_int64 (ici_ptr, "dest_addr", &dest_addr)
== OPC_COMPCODE_FAILURE)
{
/* Generate error message.
*/
wlan_error_print ("Destination address is not valid.", OPC_NIL,
OPC_NIL);
}
/* Get the protocol information of higher layer data from ICI.
op_ici_attr_get (ici_ptr, "protocol_type", &protocol_type);

*/

/* Check for an AP bridge that whether the destined stations
*/
/* exist in the BSS or not. If not then no need to broadcast */
/* the packet.
*/
if (wlan_flags->bridge_flag == OPC_TRUE && ap_flag ==
OPC_BOOLINT_ENABLED)
{
/* If the destination station doesn't exist in the BSS then
*/
/* no need to broadcast the packet.
*/
if (dest_addr >= 0 && prg_bin_hash_table_item_get (peer_info_hash_tbl,
(void *) &(dest_addr)) == PRGC_NIL)
{
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op_pk_destroy (hld_pkptr);
FOUT;
}
}
/* Get the size of the packet arrived from higher layer.
data_size = op_pk_total_size_get (hld_pkptr);

*/

/* Update the local and global load statistics.
op_stat_write (packet_load_handle, 1.0);
op_stat_write (packet_load_handle, 0.0);
op_stat_write (bits_load_handle, (double) data_size);
op_stat_write (bits_load_handle, 0.0);
op_stat_write (global_load_handle, (double) data_size);
op_stat_write (global_load_handle, 0.0);

*/

/* Determine the data size of the MPDUs of the MSDU.
if ((data_size > frag_threshold) && (frag_threshold != -1))
frag_size = frag_threshold;
else
frag_size = data_size;

*/

/* Destroy packet if it is more than max msdu length or its
*/
/* size zero. Also, if the size of the higher layer queue
*/
/* will exceed its maximum after the insertion of this packet,
*/
/* then discard the arrived packet.
*/
/* The higher layer is responsible for the retransmission of */
/* this packet.
*/
if ((data_size > WLANC_MAXMSDU_LENGTH && accept_large_packets ==
OPC_BOOLINT_DISABLED) ||
frag_size > WLANC_MAXMSDU_LENGTH || data_size == 0 ||
total_hlpk_size + data_size > hld_max_size)
{
/* Drop the higher layer packet.
*/
wlan_hl_packet_drop (hld_pkptr, data_size);
FOUT;
}
/* Stamp the packet with the current time. This information
/* will remain unchanged even if the packet is copied for
/* retransmissions, and eventually it will be used by the
/* destination MAC to compute the end-to-end delay.
*/
op_pk_stamp (hld_pkptr);

*/
*/
*/

/* Maintaining total size and count of the packets in the

*/
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/* higher layer queue(s).
*/
total_hlpk_num++;
total_hlpk_size = total_hlpk_size + data_size;
/* Tag the packet as it enters the queue for application delay
/* tracking.
*/
apptrack_tx_enqueue_flag (hld_pkptr);

*/

/* Insert the arrived packet in higher layer queue.
*/
wlan_hlpk_enqueue (hld_pkptr, dest_addr, my_address, protocol_type, data_size,
polling);
FOUT;
}
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ADDITIONAL PERFORMANCE FIGURES
In this appendix, more results on the average throughput and TCP delay are provided.
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Figure 1B: Wireless LAN. Throughput while using 16 nodes
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Figure 2B: Wireless LAN. Throughput while using 8 nodes
The TCP delay is the delay (in seconds) of packets received by the TCP layers in the
complete network, for all connections. It is measured from the time an application data
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packet is sent from the source TCP layer to the time it is completely received by the TCP
layer in the destination node.
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Figure 4B: TCP delay with 2 nodes
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Figure 5B: TCP delay with 32 nodes

In this test, while the TCP delay was evaluated it was also imperative to compare it with
previous end-to-end delay graphs for similarities. This would be important in gauging the
effectiveness of TCP. Figure 3B depicts the TCP delay as the number of stations increases.
The average delays for DCF, EDCF and PAD_EDCF are illustrated in figure 4B and 5B.
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